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Introduction  
This course explores the process of innovation and design thinking as it relates to visual arts and to computer science. Topics addressed in the 
course include collaboration, ideation, data visualization, product design, prototyping, interface design, user experience design, 3D printing, 
drafting, architecture, and more. Class activities are based on design, science, and technology careers that employ skills learned through project 
work. Students that enjoy art and design, technology, and creative challenges are encouraged to take this class. This document details the 
course activities that will help students explore the topics addressed. 
 
Mission 
River Dell’s curricula is designed to promote student achievement through the development of college and career readiness skills with a focus on 
equal access, inclusivity, and students’ individuality. The mission of the curriculum is to prepare students to live and to work in a global society as 
active citizens and as contributing responsible community members. The program outlined in this curriculum engages students in broad-based, 
experiential learning that will enhance the development of critical thinking, communication, and analytical/relational skills. This curriculum is 
constructed to meet students at their developmental level and to support their progression through varied levels of engagement, skill 
attainment, exploration, inquiry, and analysis assisting them to mature into their authentic selves. 
 
Vision 
Today’s society depends on technology which is evolving rapidly. Innovation of these technologies requires a thoughtful creative process. This 
type of thinking can be developed and nurtured through collaborative project/problem-based activities that use interdisciplinary concepts and 
core ideas that are central to an industry and have lasting value beyond the classroom. This course will foster student inquiry in career skills to 
better the world around them through science, technology, engineering, design thinking, mathematics, and business. It is design for the science 
minded thinker.  
 
Scope and Sequence 
The course is structured to build both hard and soft skills sequentially beginning with the process of ideation, design/design thinking 
fundamentals, and ending in a final “thesis” project that demonstrates skillful application of the topics learned throughout the year.  
 
Overall Unit Breakdown 

 
Unit 1: Introduction to Design Thinking, Ideation, & Design (9 weeks) 
Unit 2: UX/UI, Human-centered design (HCD), and Information Architecture (IA) (9 weeks)            
Unit 3: Prototyping & Product Design with Drafting (9 weeks) 
Unit 4: Visual Presentation for the Scientist (9 weeks) 
 
 

 

Technology  
Technology integration is the seamless and effective use of 21st Century technology within an instructional setting to support students and 
teachers in the learning process with administrative support and evaluation:  

Standards 8.1 Computer Science  



• Computer Science, previously a strand entitled ‘Computational Thinking: Programming’ in standard 8.2 of the 2014 NJSLS-Technology, 
outlines a comprehensive set of concepts and skills, such as data and analysis, algorithms and programming, and computing systems. 

Standard 8.2 Design Thinking 

• This standard, previously standard 8.2 Technology Education of the 2014 NJSLS – Technology, outlines the technological design concepts 
and skills essential for technological and engineering literacy. The new framework design, detailed previously, includes Engineering 
Design, Ethics and Culture, and the Effects of Technology on the Natural world among the disciplinary concepts. 

New Jersey Administrative Code Summary and Statues:  
The following sections outline skills and special categories mandated by the state of New Jersey for all K-12 curriculum.  
  
Integration of 21st Century Skills and Themes and Interdisciplinary Connections  
District Boards of Education shall be responsible for the review and continuous improvement of curriculum and instruction based upon changes 
in knowledge, technology, assessment results, and modifications to the NJSLS, according to N.J.A.C. 6A:8-2.  

1. District Boards of Education shall include interdisciplinary connections throughout the K–12 curriculum.  
2. District Boards of Education shall integrate into the curriculum 21st Century themes and skills (N.J.A.C. 6A:8-3.1(c). Twenty-first Century 

themes and skills integrated into all content standards areas (N.J.A.C. 6A:8-1.1(a)3). 
  
“Twenty-first Century themes and skills” means themes such as global awareness; financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy; 
civic literacy; health literacy; learning and innovation skills, including creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem solving, 
communication and collaboration; information, media, technology skills; and life and career skills, including flexibility and adaptability, initiative 
and self-direction, social and cross-cultural skills, productivity and accountability, and leadership and responsibility 
  
Dissection Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.25 and N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.24 authorizes parents or guardians to assert the right of their children to refuse to 
dissect, vivisect, incubate, capture or otherwise harm or destroy animals or any parts thereof as part of a course of instruction.  
  
Amistad Law: N.J.S.A. 18A 52:16A-88 Every Board of Education shall incorporate the information regarding the contributions of African 
Americans to our country in an appropriate place in the curriculum of elementary and secondary school students.  
  
Holocaust Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-28 Every Board of Education shall include instruction on the Holocaust and genocides in an appropriate place in 
the curriculum of all elementary and secondary school pupils. The instruction shall further emphasize the personal responsibility that each 
citizen bears to fight racism and hatred whenever and wherever it happens.  
  
LGBT and Disabilities Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.35 A Board of Education shall include instruction on the political, economic, and social contributions 
of persons with disabilities and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people, in an appropriate place in the curriculum of middle school and 
high school students as part of the district’s implementation of the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (N.J.S.A.18A:35-4.36). A Board of 
Education shall have policies and procedures in place pertaining to the selection of instructional materials to implement the requirements of 
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.35. 
  
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders: N.J.S.A. S4021 This will ensure that the contributions, history, and heritage of Asian Americans and Pacific 
Islanders (AAPI) are included in the New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Social Studies for students in kindergarten through Grade 12. 
 



Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills (NJSLS-CLKS): 
• Standard 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy: This standard outlines the important fiscal knowledge, habits, and skills that must be mastered 

for students to make informed decisions about personal finance. Financial literacy is an integral component of a student's college and 
career readiness, enabling students to achieve fulfilling, financially secure, and successful careers. 

• Standard 9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation and Training. This standard outlines the importance of being knowledgeable 
about one's interests and talents, and being well informed about postsecondary and career options, career planning, and career 
requirements. 

• Standard 9.3 This standard outlines what students should know and be able to do upon completion of a CTE Program of Study. 
• Standard 9.4 Life Literacies and Key Skills. This standard outlines key literacies and technical skills such as critical thinking, global and 

cultural awareness, and technology literacy* that are critical for students to develop to live and work in an interconnected global 
economy. 

 
Climate Change (This will be modified based off of content) 
Standards in Action: Climate Change Earth’s climate is now changing faster than at any point in the history of modern civilization, primarily as a 
result of human activities. Global climate change has already resulted in a wide range of impacts across New Jersey and in many sectors of its 
economy. The addition of academic standards that focus on climate change is important so that all students will have a basic understanding of 
the climate system, including the natural and human-caused factors that affect it. The underpinnings of climate change span across physical, life, 
as well as Earth and space sciences. The goal is for students to understand climate science to inform decisions that improve quality of life for 
themselves, their community, globally and to know how engineering solutions can allow us to mitigate impacts, adapt practices, and build 
resilient systems.  
  
The topic of climate change can easily be integrated into science classes. At each grade level in which systems thinking, managing uncertainty, 
and building arguments based on multiple lines of data are included, there are opportunities for students to develop essential knowledge and 
skills that will help them understand the impacts of climate change on humans, animals, and the environment. For example, in the earlier 
grades, students can use data from firsthand investigations of the school-yard habitat to justify recommendations for design improvements to 
the school-yard habitat for plants, animals, and humans. In the middle grades, students use resources from New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA), to inform their actions as they engage in designing, testing, and modifying an engineered solution to mitigate the impact of climate 
change on their community. In high school, students can construct models they develop of a proposed solution to mitigate the negative health 
effects of unusually high summer temperatures resulting from heat islands in cities across the globe and share in the appropriate setting. 
 

 

 



Unit I:   Introduction to Design Thinking, Ideation, & Design (9 Weeks) 
Core Ideas NJSLS – Visual and Performing Arts 

Creating 
• Generating and conceptualizing ideas – Explore multiple approaches to develop creative concepts. 
• Organizing and developing ideas – Investigate the discipline of design through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Refining and completing products - Reflect, refine, and continue personal creative visions in progress. 

 
Presenting 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work -   Analyze, select, and critique personal work for a design portfolio presentation or specific event. 
• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products - Evaluate, select, and apply methods or processes appropriate to display or utilize 

designs in a specific place. 
• Conveying meaning through art -   Share understanding of design through analysis of an impact a product or exhibition has on personal awareness of beliefs and 

understandings.  
 

Responding 
• Perceiving and analyzing products - Analyze how one’s understanding of the world or human experiences is affected by how one might perceive visual designs. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze design or the process of designing by establishing relevant criteria to evaluate a design or body of work. 

 
Connecting 

• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products -   Synthesize understanding of the design process by documenting developing ideas 
from early stages to fully elaborated ideas.   

• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding -   Relate knowledge of cultures, history, or global issues 
including climate change to your personal response to art by describing how it may influence your experience of it.  
 

NJSLS – Computer Science & Design Thinking 
Engineering Design 

• Engineering design is a complex process in which creativity, content knowledge, research, and analysis are used to address local and global problems. 
• Decisions on trade-offs involve systematic comparisons of all costs and benefits, and final steps that may involve redesigning for optimization. 
• Engineering design evaluation, a process for determining how well a solution meets requirements, involves systematic comparisons between requirements, 

specifications, and constraints. 
 

Interaction of Technology and Humans 
• Decisions to develop new technology are driven by societal and cultural options and demands that differ from culture to culture. 
• Changes caused by the introduction and use of a new technology can range from gradual to rapid and from subtle to obvious and can change over time. These changes 

may vary from society to society as a result of differences in a society’s economy, politics, and culture. 
 

Nature of Technology 
• Engineers use science, mathematics, and other disciplines to improve technology. Increased collaboration among engineers, scientists, and mathematicians can 

improve their work and designs. 
• Technology, product, or system redesign can be more difficult than the original design. 

 
Effects of Technology on the Natural World 

• Development and modification of any technological system needs to consider how the operation of the system will affect natural resources and ecosystems. 
• Impacts of technological systems on the environment need to be monitored and must inform decision-making. 
• Many technologies have been designed to have a positive impact on the environment and to monitor environmental change over time. 

 
Ethics & Culture 

• The ability to ethically integrate new technologies requires deciding whether to introduce a technology, taking into consideration local resources and the role of 
culture in acceptance. 

• Consequences of technological use may be different for different groups of people and may change over time. 
• Since technological decisions can have ethical implications, it is essential that individuals analyze issues by gathering evidence from multiple perspectives and 

conceiving of alternative possibilities before proposing solutions. 

Essential Questions  • What conditions, attitudes and behaviors support creativity and innovative thinking?  
• What factors prevent or encourage people to take creative risks?  
• How does collaboration expand the creative process?  



• How does knowing the contexts, histories and traditions of art forms help us create works of art and design?  
• How do artists and designers learn from trial and error?  
• How do artists and designers care for and maintain materials, tools, and equipment?  
• Why is it important, for safety and health, to understand and follow correct procedures in handling materials, tools, and equipment?  
• What role does persistence play in revising, refining, and developing work?  
• How does collaboratively reflecting on a work help us experience it more completely?  
• Why do people value objects, artifacts, and artworks, and select them for presentation?  
• How does refining artwork affect its meaning to the viewer?  
• What criteria are considered when selecting work for presentation, a portfolio, or a collection?  
• How do objects, artifacts and artworks collected, preserved, or presented, cultivate appreciation and understanding? 
• How does learning about art impact how we perceive the world? 
• What is visual art? 
• What can we learn from our responses to art? 
• How and why might criteria vary? How is personal preference different from an evaluation? 
• How does making art attune people to their surroundings? 
• How do people contribute to awareness and understanding of their lives and the lives of their communities through artmaking? 
• How does art help us understand the lives of people of different times, places, and cultures? 
• How does the design process promote development of good solutions to technical problems? 
• How might we create the best possible solution to a problem? 
• What is the most effective way to generate potential solutions to a problem? 
• What considerations should be made when reverse engineering? 
• How might society determine how technology is designed? 
• How might humans influence technology innovation? 
• What are best practices when developing technology for humans? 
• What are major considerations when designing technology for humans? 
• How, where, and why do humans interact with technology? 
• How does the nature of human populations affect patterns of environmental changes? 
• How might understanding of physical phenomena lead to technological advances? 
• What makes a product aesthetically pleasing or eye-catching? 
• How are principles and elements of design used with engineering practice to develop a successful product? 
• How do engineers and technical professionals impact society and the environment? 
• What does one need to know to design the solution to a problem? 
• How might a design effect the future of society and effect culture presently? 

 

Enduring Understanding    
• Creativity and innovative thinking are essential life skills that can be developed. Artists and designers shape artistic investigations, following or breaking traditions in 

pursuit of creative art-making goals. 
• Artists and designers experiment with forms, structures, materials, concepts, media, and art-making approaches. Artists and designers balance experimentation and 

safety, freedom, and responsibility, while developing and creating artworks. People create and interact with objects, places and design that define, shape, enhance, 
and empower their lives. 

• Artists and designers develop excellence through practice and constructive critique, reflecting on, revising and refining work overtime. 
• Artists and other presenters consider various techniques, methods, venues, and criteria when analyzing, selecting, and curating objects, artifacts and artworks for 

preservation and presentation. 
• Artists, curators, and others consider a variety of factors and methods including evolving technologies when preparing and refining artwork for display and or when 

deciding if and how to preserve and protect it. 
• Objects, artifacts, and artworks collected, preserved, or presented either by artists, museums, or other venues communicate meaning and a record of social, cultural, 

and political experiences resulting in the cultivating of appreciation and understanding. 
• Individual aesthetic and empathetic awareness developed through engagement with art can lead to understanding and appreciation of self, others, the natural world, 

and constructed environments. Visual arts influences understanding of and responses to the world. 
• People evaluate art based on various criteria.  
• Through artmaking, people make meaning by investigating and developing awareness of perceptions, knowledge, and experiences. 
• People develop ideas and understandings of society, culture, and history through their interactions with an analysis of art. 
• Students should use collaborative tools to effectively work together and to create complex artifacts. 
• An engineering design process involves a characteristic set of practices and steps. 
• Research derived from a variety of sources (including subject matter experts) is used to facilitate effective development and evaluation of a design problem and a 

successful solution to the problem. 



• Brainstorming may take many forms and is used to generate a large number of innovative, creative ideas in a short time. 
• Problem solutions are optimized through evaluation and reflection and should be clearly communicated. 
• Testing and refinement is the deliberate and iterative process of improving a computational artifact. This process includes debugging (identifying and fixing errors) and 

comparing actual outcomes to intended outcomes.  
• Respond to the changing needs and expectations of end users and improve the performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility of artifacts. 
• Communicate with diverse audiences about the use and effects of computation and the appropriateness of computational choices. Students write clear comments, 

document their work, and communicate their ideas through multiple forms of media. Clear communication includes using precise language and carefully considering 
possible audiences. 

• The ability to recognize appropriate and worthwhile opportunities to apply computation is a skill that develops over time and is central to computing.  
• Solving a problem with a computational approach requires defining the problem, breaking it down into parts, and evaluating each part to determine whether a 

computational solution is appropriate. 
• Analyze the performance or quality of a design during testing and judge the solution as viable or non-viable with respect to the natural world. 
• Visual elements and principles of design are part of an aesthetic vocabulary that is used to describe the visual characteristics of an object, the application of which can 

affect the visual appeal of the object and its commercial success in the marketplace. 
• Building an inclusive and diverse computing culture requires strategies for incorporating perspectives from people of different genders, ethnicities, and abilities. 

Incorporating these perspectives involves understanding the personal, ethical, social, economic, and cultural contexts in which people operate.  
• Considering the needs of diverse users during the design process is essential to producing inclusive computational products. 
• In order to be an effective team member, one must demonstrate positive team behaviors and act according to accepted norms, contribute to group goals according to 

assigned roles, and use appropriate conflict resolution strategies. 
 

Practice  • Explore the creative and innovation process in photography. 
• Investigate the photographic process through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Reflect, refine, and continue revising photographic work overtime and exhibit persistence. 
• Analyze personal work and the work of others for presentation. 
• Select appropriate methods or processes to exhibit and preserve art. 
• Share photographs that are influenced by social, cultural, or political beliefs and understandings. 
• Perceive how human understanding effects art creation and creation effects our understanding of the world. 
• Construct and analyze evaluation criteria for art and design. 
• Synthesize photography knowledge with personal experience to create products. 
• Relate ideas for photographic work to understanding of society, culture, and history. 
• Describe, justify, and document computational and/or design processes and solutions using appropriate terminology consistent with the intended audience and 

purpose. 
• Evaluate existing technological functionalities and incorporate them into new designs. 
• Modify an existing artifact to improve or customize it. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Model phenomena and processes and simulate systems to understand and evaluate potential outcomes. 
• Evaluate and refine a computational artifact, multiple times, to enhance its performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility. 
• Systematically test computational artifacts by considering all scenarios and using test cases.  
• Evaluate and refine a computational artifact, multiple times, to enhance its performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility. 
• Identify complex, interdisciplinary, real-world problems that can be solved computationally. 
• Decompose complex real-world problems into manageable sub-problems that could integrate existing solutions or procedures. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Address the needs of diverse end users during the design process to produce artifacts with broad accessibility and usability. 
• Cultivate working relationships with individuals possessing diverse perspectives, skills, and personalities. 
• Create team norms, expectations, and equitable workloads to increase efficiency and effectiveness. 
• Solicit and incorporate feedback from, and provide constructive feedback to, team members and other stakeholders. 
• Articulate ideas responsibly by observing intellectual property rights and giving aropriate attribution. 

 

Performance Expectations   • Generating and conceptualizing ideas - Formulate multiple ideas using generative methods to develop artistic goals and solve problems in media arts creation 
processes.  Fluently integrate generative methods, aesthetic principles and innovative thinking to form original ideas and solutions. 

• Organizing and developing ideas - Knowledge of systems, prototypes, and production processes with consideration of complex constraints of goals, time, resources and 
personal limitations. Through experimentation, practice, and persistence, demonstrate acquisition of skills and knowledge in a chosen art form. 

• Refining and completing products - Apply relevant criteria from traditional and contemporary cultural contexts to examine, reflect on and plan revisions for works of 
art and design in progress.  

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work - Integrate various arts, media arts forms and content into unified media arts productions, considering the reaction and 
interaction of the audience, such as experiential design  



• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products - Demonstrate effective command of artistic, design, technical and soft skills in 
managing and producing media artworks.  

• Perceiving and analyzing products - Demonstrate effective command of artistic, design, technical and soft skills in managing and producing media artworks. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Independently develop rigorous evaluations of work, strategically seek feedback for media artworks and production processes 

and considering complex goals and factors. 
• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products - Independently and proactively access relevant and qualitative resources to inform 

the creation of impactful media artworks. 
• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding - Critically investigate and strategically interact with legal, 

technological, systemic, and vocational contexts of media arts.  
• Use research to design and create a product or system that addresses a problem and make modifications based on input from potential consumers.  
• Create scaled engineering drawings for a new product or system and make modification to increase optimization based on feedback.  
• Evaluate the effectiveness of a product or system based on factors that are related to its requirements, specifications, and constraints (e.g., safety, reliability, economic 

considerations, quality control, environmental concerns, manufacturability, maintenance and repair, ergonomics). 
• Analyze a product to determine the impact that economic, political, social, and/or cultural factors have had on its design, including its design constraints. 
• Explain how different groups can contribute to the overall design of a product.  
• Redesign an existing product to improve form or function. 
• Evaluate ethical considerations regarding the sustainability of environmental resources that are used for the design, creation, and maintenance of a chosen product.  
• Analyze controversial technological issues and determine the degree to which individuals, businesses, and governments have an ethical role in decisions that are made.  
• Demonstrate the ability to reflect, analyze, and use creative skills and ideas.  
• Identify career pathways that highlight personal talents, skills, and abilities. 
• Investigate new challenges and opportunities for personal growth, advancement, and transition. 
• Identify problem-solving strategies used in the development of an innovative product or practice. 
• Explain the potential benefits of collaborating to enhance critical thinking and problem solving.  
• Assess digital tools based on features such as accessibility options, capacities, and utility for accomplishing a specified task. 

 

NJ Standards Student Learning Objectives  Suggested Tasks/Activities  Resources/Materials 
Visual & Performing Arts 

1.2.12prof.Cr1a 
1.2.12adv.Cr1a 
1.5.12acc.Cr2a 
1.2.12adv.Cr2b 
1.5.12prof.Cr3a 
1.2.12prof.Pr4a 
1.2.12acc.Pr5a 
1.5.12acc.Re7b 
1.2.12adv.Re9 

1.2.12adv.Cn10a 
1.2.12adv.Cn11b 

 
Computer Science & Design 

Thinking 
8.2.12.ED.1 
8.2.12.ED.2 
8.2.12.ED.5 
8.2.12.ITH.1 
8.2.12.NT.1 
8.2.12.NT.2  
8.2.12.ETW.1 
8.2.12.EC.1 
 

Career Readiness 
9.4.12.CT.1 
9.4.12.CI.3 

 

Students will be able to: 
• demonstrate proficient understanding of 

design platforms and file maintenance 
practices by participating in class 
demonstrations and practice activities. 

• design a model solution to a community 
problem by following a specific design 
process modeled after the design firm 
IDEO and documenting it. 

• deconstruct an existing object and 
recreate it using a variety of drafting and 
modeling methods. They would be able to 
print their design in a 3D printer at the 
end of this project. 

Develop basic design language 
• Art Elements & Principles of Design 
• Class presentation/critique of best and worst design examples 
• Conversations using business and design terminology in 

relation to product design and management of products 
Digital Design tools & terminology introduction 

• Adobe Suite – Photoshop, Illustrator, XD 
• 3D modeling software introduction 
• Practice using measurement tools – Ruler, caliper, units of 

measurement 
• Learning drafting rules 

File Management Best Practices 
• Demonstration of file-saving options 
• Overview of file types 
• File organization checks 
• File management vocabulary quiz 

Essential techniques & application  
• Ideation warm-up activity 
• Photoshop In-app tutorials  
• Masking – change the background image in a photo  
• Insert media into files  
• Motivational art using text tools and editing  
• Make a social media image with photo and text  
• Illustrator in-app tutorials 
• Vector illustrations and using the pen tool 

Self & peer critiques  
• Critique “cheat sheet”  
• Self-critique practice  
• Think-pair-share critiques  
• Class discussion critique of student work  

• Computer with compatible tablet and stylus 
• Computer mouse 
• Adobe Creative Suite 
• 3D Modeling software 
• Photographic devices 

o Cell phone cameras 
o SLR Camera 

• Various art media 
o Scissors 
o Paper cutter 
o Utility knives with self-healing 

boards 
o Tape 
o Glue sticks, glue guns and 

replacement glue sticks 
o Pencils, markers, pens 
o Rulers 
o Illustration board or pre-cut mats) 
o Frames 
o 3D foam dots 
o High quality printer paper 
o Printer & replacement ink 

cartridges 
• Activity sheets 
• Design Thinking Field Guide 
• Professional resources as needed 

o IDEO 
o Fast Company 

https://www.ideo.com/
https://www.fastcompany.com/


• Respond and reflect questions periodically during different 
project phases  

Articulating process through writing and verbal communication  
• Project Process Document Template  
• Project Process Document example group activity  
• Impromptu product pitches 
• Develop and document a product concept 

Evaluating products  
• Reverse engineering project 
• Evaluation “cheat sheet”  
• Product analysis individual activity  
• Product analysis think-pair-share activity  
• Professional Designer Poster assignment  
• Design style assignment  
• Copycat Style assignment  

 

o Adobe 
o Sagmeister & Walsh 
o Grainger 
o Turbo Squid (3D Models) 
o & more… 

Key Vocabulary  • Art Elements: Line, shape, form, space, texture, value, color  
• Principles of Design: Pattern, contrast, emphasis, balance, scale, harmony, rhythm/movement, unity, variety, proportion  
• Digital Design: User interface, tools, retouching, hue, saturation, brightness, cropping, selections, layers, layout, wireframe, alignment, balance, scale, color theory, 

gradient, swatch, font, artboard, grid, justification, iteration, bevel  
• Design terminology: 3D modeling, engineering, ideation, collaboration, prototype, digital assets, branding, marketing, printing, user experience design, user interface 

design, customer, concept, art direction, unit of measurement  
• Technology terms: Aspect ratio, dimensions, pixel, raster image, vector file, 3D files, resolution, HEX code  
• File management: JPEG, PNG, PDF, PSD, AI, STL, Cloud storage, local hard drive  
• Critique: Self-critique, peer-critique, reflection, constructive criticism, symbolism, technique  

 
Evidence of Learning  

 

Students will be evaluated using formative and summative assessments. Assessment of the student will relate to the performance expectations and classroom expectations for 
the unit. Formative assessments throughout projects will help determine if the student falls in the category of Proficient, Accomplished or Advanced which is described more 
below. Summative assessments will occur at the end of a project and will be evaluated via rubric. 
 

Proficient Accomplished Advanced 
Students at the proficient level have developed the 
foundational technical and expressive skills and 
understandings of the lesson topic necessary to solve 
assigned problems or prepare assigned repertoire for 
presentation; make appropriate choices with some 
support; and may be prepared for active engagement in 
their community. They understand the concept to be an 
important form of personal realization and well-being, 
and make connections between the design practice, 
history, culture, and other learning.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a high school level course in the arts and 
computer science disciplines (or equivalent) beyond the 
foundation of quality K–8 instruction.   

Students at the accomplished level are, with minimal 
assistance, able to identify or solve design problems 
based on their interests or for a particular purpose; 
conduct research to inform artistic decisions; and 
create and refine products, or presentations that 
demonstrate technical proficiency and personal 
communication and expression. They use the design 
thinking and related concepts for personal realization 
and well-being and have the necessary skills for and 
interest in participation in arts activity beyond the 
school environment.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a rigorous sequence of high-school level 
courses (or equivalent) beyond the proficient level.     

Students at the advanced level independently identify 
challenging design problems based on their interests or 
for specific purposes and bring creativity and insight to 
finding design solutions. They are facile in using at least 
one information visualization form as an effective 
avenue for personal communication, demonstrating a 
higher level of technical and expressive proficiency 
characteristic of honors or college level work. As 
learners of the design thinking process, they exploit 
their personal strengths and apply strategies to 
overcome personal challenges. They can take a 
leadership role in problem-solving activities within and 
beyond the school environment.    
 
A level and scope of achievement that significantly 
exceeds the accomplished level. Achievement at this 
level is indisputably rigorous and substantially expands 
students’ knowledge, skills, and understandings beyond 
the expectations articulated for accomplished 
achievement.    

 

https://www.adobe.com/
https://sagmeisterwalsh.com/
https://www.3dmodelspace.com/
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=48ffc7cf5915b8d3fb1b31f50d33d064c055c11a9cbecfd31501e769ca555b7dJmltdHM9MTY1NjY5Njg1MCZpZ3VpZD01ZTAyYjhhYi1mNGQyLTQ5MTMtOWM1MC0zNDVjOWJhNWJmM2UmaW5zaWQ9NTE3Ng&ptn=3&fclid=042edf1c-f964-11ec-8451-7de94bf348f3&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudHVyYm9zcXVpZC5jb20v&ntb=1


 
Interdisciplinary 

Connections  
The practice of design and design thinking does not happen in a silo of art. Connections and relationships between disciplines help generate meaning in the work done in class. 
This unit addresses interdisciplinary connections in the following subject areas (with high level overview and NJSLS standards where applicable): 
 

• History – History of the design processes and famous designers that have made a lasting mark on society. 
• Reading and writing - Students reflect and express their work through writing and reading about art as well as in scholarly articles and other professional resources. 
(NJSLS.WHST.9-12.2,  WHST.9-12.5, WHST.11-12.8, WHST.9-12.9, SL.11-12.5) 
• Technology - Understand the history of a software function and learn the most up-to-date practices. Understand technological needs and utility of an art 
composition for appropriate output or sharing of work. 
• Science – Basic color theory incorporates principles of physics and psychology of human emotions and communication. (NJSLS.HS-PS1-6, ETS1.A, ETS1.C, PS4.C, ) 
• Math – Dimensions, units of measurement, and geometric forms are essential to demonstrate proficient use of digital design platforms. (NJSLS.MP.4, HSN-Q.A.2, 
G.CO.A.2-5, G.MG.A.1-3) 
 

Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion 

• Gain richer perspectives and participate in design best practices that draw on the influence of global perspectives.  
• Create original designs influenced by various global art-making traditions, materials, and styles that connect to their own life experiences, beliefs, values, and opinions.  
• Apply multiple perspectives and diverse cultural understanding to promote stronger content creation as students are introduced to a diverse range of designers and 

cultures (I.e., representing varied race, gender, sexuality, ability, neurodiversity, religion, origin, age, and socio-economic background).  



• Share studio space and ideation experiences with students of all abilities and learning levels.  
• Acknowledge and appreciate that artists and peers come from a varied background that could impact their communication through expression/creation (I.e., 

environment, access, political, social standing, challenges).  
 

Career Readiness, Life 
Literacies, and Key Skills   

Creativity and Innovation 
Part 1: 9.4.12.CI.3: Investigate new challenges and opportunities for personal growth, advancement, and transition.  
 
Critical Thinking and Problem-solving 
Part 2: 9.4.12.CT.1: Identify problem-solving strategies used in the development of an innovative product or practice (e.g., 1.1.12acc.C1b, 2.2.12.PF.3).  
 

Social Emotional Learning  • Develop general self-awareness - Recognize one’s personal traits, strengths, and limitations.  
• Recognize the importance of self-confidence in handling daily tasks and challenges.  
• Recognize the skills needed to establish and achieve personal and educational goals.  
• Identify and apply ways to persevere or overcome barriers through alternative methods to achieve.  
• Demonstrate an awareness of the differences among individuals, groups, and others’ cultural backgrounds.  
• Develop, implement, and model effective problem-solving and critical thinking skills.  
• Exercise self-management and personal time-management in project work.  
• Accept and apply constructive criticism to one's work and the work of others.  
• Explore the practice of design and ideation as a therapeutic process and practice.  

 
Differentiation  

  
Resources/Materials 

  

ELL 
(English Language 

Learners) 

Special Education  At Risk  Enrichment  

• Provide translated notes and 
key vocabulary terms 

• Provide images of key 
vocabulary terms and 
concepts 

• Word banks  
• Bilingual dictionaries 
• Assistive translator 

technology  
• Sentence frames 
• Simplified notes 
• Reduced homework 
• Simplified word problems 
• Graphic organizers 
• Matched sentences or 

procedures with pictures 
• Alternative presentation 

options 
• 1-2 sentence short responses 
• Shortened written 

assignments  
• Modified tests 
• Provide notes when student 

request 
• Reduce project workload 
• Short summaries 

• Display reminders 
• Checklist of materials and tasks 

(printed out or digitally 
accessible) 

• Timelines and Calendar for 
benchmark goals for 
assignments/assessments/short-
term goals (Planner Microsoft) 

• Assistive technology (dictation, 
immersive reader, etc...) 

• Flash cards 
• Teacher notes  
• Graphic organizer 
• Clear parameters and student 

workspace 
• Timer to monitor task and 

duration 
• Study guides  
• Guided notes 
• Choices for alternative 

assignments 
• Students are asked to come for 

extra help to review/retake 
assessment and homework 
assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a 
half on assessments 

• Provide the student with frequent 
check-ins during class-time work 

• Students are asked to come for 
extra help to review/retake 
assessment and homework 
assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a 
half on assessments 

• Provide the student with 
frequent check-ins during class-
time work 

• Scaffolding assignments  
• Chunking of materials  
• Allow for errors 
• Pre-teach materials  
• Supply teacher demo 
• Rephrase of questions and 

directions  
• Visual cue or signs  
• Small group assistance or 

collaboration  
• Partner or group work on skill 

development  
• Assistance by instructional 

videos or curated videos online  
• Guide with options for student 

goal setting  
• Use of timer or a clock to 

monitor time of student activity 

• Provide students with extra 
problem sets that challenge and 
involve higher level thinking 

• Inquiry lead discussions and 
activities 

• More complex tasks and projects 
• Higher level questioning and 

techniques  
• Student demoing and explanation  
• Provide opportunities for students 

to set personal goals, keep records 
and monitor their own learning 
progress 

• Multiple assessments given in 
different domains, that showcase 
student interests, strengths, and 
needs  

• Use multiple approaches to 
accelerate learning within and 
outside of the school setting  

• Use enrichment options to extend 
and deepen learning opportunities 
within and outside of the school 
setting 

• Use individualized learning options 
such as mentorships, internships, 



  
 
 

• Visual cue or signs 
• Rephrase of questions and 

directions 
• Partner or group work on skill 

development Assistance by 
instructional videos or curated 
videos online 

 online courses, and independent 
study 

 

 



Unit 2: UX/UI, Human-centered design (HCD), and Information Architecture (IA) (9 Weeks) 
Core Ideas NJSLS – Visual and Performing Arts 

Creating 
• Generating and conceptualizing ideas – Explore multiple approaches to develop creative concepts. 
• Organizing and developing ideas – Investigate the discipline of design through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Refining and completing products - Reflect, refine, and continue personal creative visions in progress. 

 
Presenting 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work -   Analyze, select, and critique personal work for a design portfolio presentation or specific event. 
• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products - Evaluate, select, and apply methods or processes appropriate to display or utilize 

designs in a specific place. 
• Conveying meaning through art -   Share understanding of design through analysis of an impact a product or exhibition has on personal awareness of beliefs and 

understandings.  
 

Responding 
• Perceiving and analyzing products - Analyze how one’s understanding of the world or human experiences is affected by how one might perceive visual designs. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze design or the process of designing based on a variety of contexts. 

 
Connecting 

• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products -   Synthesize understanding of the design process by documenting developing ideas 
from early stages to fully elaborated ideas.   

• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding -   Relate knowledge of cultures, history, or global issues 
including climate change to your personal response to art by describing how it may influence your experience of it.  
 

NJSLS – Computer Science & Design Thinking 
Engineering Design 

• Engineering design is a complex process in which creativity, content knowledge, research, and analysis are used to address local and global problems. 
• Decisions on trade-offs involve systematic comparisons of all costs and benefits, and final steps that may involve redesigning for optimization. 
• Engineering design evaluation, a process for determining how well a solution meets requirements, involves systematic comparisons between requirements, 

specifications, and constraints. 
 

Interaction of Technology and Humans 
• Decisions to develop new technology are driven by societal and cultural options and demands that differ from culture to culture. 
• Changes caused by the introduction and use of a new technology can range from gradual to rapid and from subtle to obvious, and can change over time. These 

changes may vary from society to society as a result of differences in a society’s economy, politics, and culture. 
 

Nature of Technology 
• Engineers use science, mathematics, and other disciplines to improve technology. Increased collaboration among engineers, scientists, and mathematicians can 

improve their work and designs. 
• Technology, product, or system redesign can be more difficult than the original design. 

 
Effects of Technology on the Natural World 

• Development and modification of any technological system needs to consider how the operation of the system will affect natural resources and ecosystems. 
• Impacts of technological systems on the environment need to be monitored and must inform decision-making. 
• Many technologies have been designed to have a positive impact on the environment and to monitor environmental change over time. 

 
Ethics & Culture 

• The ability to ethically integrate new technologies requires deciding whether to introduce a technology, taking into consideration local resources and the role of 
culture in acceptance. 

• Consequences of technological use may be different for different groups of people and may change over time. 
• Since technological decisions can have ethical implications, it is essential that individuals analyze issues by gathering evidence from multiple perspectives and 

conceiving of alternative possibilities before proposing solutions. 

Essential Questions  • What are appropriate risks to take while designing?  
• How can one design efficiently?  
• How do artists and designers care for and maintain materials, tools, and equipment?  



• Who is important to consider when designing and why? 
• What role does persistence play in revising, refining, and developing work?  
• How does collaboratively reflecting on a work help us experience it more completely?  
• What criteria are considered when selecting work for presentation, a product, a portfolio, or a collection?  
• What makes a design? 
• How does learning about art impact how we perceive the world? 
• What is visual art? 
• What can we learn from others response to art and design? 
• What can we learn about design from observations of others? 
• How and why might criteria vary? How is personal preference different from an evaluation? 
• How does making art attune people to their surroundings? 
• How do people contribute to awareness and understanding of their lives and the lives of their communities through artmaking? 
• How does art help us understand the lives of people of different times, places, and cultures? 
• What visual elements can affect human perception? 
• What are ethical implications for designers? 
• How does the design process promote development of good solutions to technical problems? 
• How might we create the best possible solution to a problem? 
• What is the most effective way to generate potential solutions to a problem? 
• What background knowledge and experience is important to have while designing for specific needs? 
• What are the needs of users in specific contexts?  
• How does knowing the contexts, histories and traditions of cultures help us design practical work?  
• How might society determine how technology is designed? 
• How are informational structure and visual content design related? 
• Why might people value objects, artifacts, and artworks to be presented in a specific manner?  
• How might humans influence technology innovation? 
• What are best practices when developing technology for humans? 
• What are major considerations when designing technology for humans? 
• How, where, and why do humans interact with technology? 
• What are user expectations based on natural structures? 
• How might understanding of physical phenomena lead to technological advances? 
• What is a natural structure versus a manmade structure? 
• What makes a product aesthetically pleasing or eye-catching? 
• What elements can encourage natural interaction? 
• How are principles and elements of design used with engineering practice to develop a successful product? 
• How do UX/UI professionals impact society and the environment? 
• What does one need to know to design the solution to a problem? 
• How might a design effect the future of society and effect culture presently? 

 
Enduring Understanding   Enduring understandings are statements summarizing important ideas and core practices central to a discipline and have lasting value beyond the classroom.  

 
• Creativity and innovative thinking are essential life skills that can be developed. Artists and designers shape artistic investigations, following or breaking traditions in 

pursuit of creative art-making goals. 
• Artists and designers experiment with forms, structures, materials, concepts, media, and art-making approaches. Artists and designers balance experimentation and 

safety, freedom, and responsibility, while developing and creating artworks. People create and interact with objects, places and design that define, shape, enhance, 
and empower their lives. 

• Artists and designers develop excellence through practice and constructive critique, reflecting on, revising and refining work overtime. 
• Artists and other presenters consider various techniques, methods, venues, and criteria when analyzing, selecting, and curating objects, artifacts and artworks for 

preservation and presentation. 
• Artists, curators, and others consider a variety of factors and methods including evolving technologies when preparing and refining artwork for display and or when 

deciding if and how to preserve and protect it. 
• Objects, artifacts, and artworks collected, preserved, or presented either by artists, museums, or other venues communicate meaning and a record of social, cultural, 

and political experiences resulting in the cultivating of appreciation and understanding. 
• Individual aesthetic and empathetic awareness developed through engagement with art can lead to understanding and appreciation of self, others, the natural world, 

and constructed environments. Visual arts influences understanding of and responses to the world. 
• People evaluate art based on various criteria.  
• Through artmaking, people make meaning by investigating and developing awareness of perceptions, knowledge, and experiences. 



• People develop ideas and understandings of society, culture, and history through their interactions with an analysis of art. 
• Students should use collaborative tools to effectively work together and to create complex artifacts. 
• An engineering design process involves a characteristic set of practices and steps. 
• Research derived from a variety of sources (including subject matter experts) is used to facilitate effective development and evaluation of a design problem and a 

successful solution to the problem. 
• Brainstorming may take many forms and is used to generate a large number of innovative, creative ideas in a short time. 
• Problem solutions are optimized through evaluation and reflection and should be clearly communicated. 
• Testing and refinement is the deliberate and iterative process of improving a computational artifact. This process includes debugging (identifying and fixing errors) and 

comparing actual outcomes to intended outcomes.  
• Respond to the changing needs and expectations of end users and improve the performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility of artifacts. 
• Communicate with diverse audiences about the use and effects of computation and the appropriateness of computational choices. Students write clear comments, 

document their work, and communicate their ideas through multiple forms of media. Clear communication includes using precise language and carefully considering 
possible audiences. 

• The ability to recognize appropriate and worthwhile opportunities to apply computation is a skill that develops over time and is central to computing.  
• Solving a problem with a computational approach requires defining the problem, breaking it down into parts, and evaluating each part to determine whether a 

computational solution is appropriate. 
• Analyze the performance or quality of a design during testing and judge the solution as viable or non-viable with respect to the natural world. 
• Visual elements and principles of design are part of an aesthetic vocabulary that is used to describe the visual characteristics of an object, the application of which can 

affect the visual appeal of the object and its commercial success in the marketplace. 
• Building an inclusive and diverse computing culture requires strategies for incorporating perspectives from people of different genders, ethnicities, and abilities. 

Incorporating these perspectives involves understanding the personal, ethical, social, economic, and cultural contexts in which people operate.  
• Considering the needs of diverse users during the design process is essential to producing inclusive computational products. 
• To be an effective team member, one must demonstrate positive team behaviors and act according to accepted norms, contribute to group goals according to assigned 

roles, and use appropriate conflict resolution strategies. 
 

Practice  • Explore the creative and innovation process in UX/UI design. 
• Investigate the design process through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Reflect, refine, and continue revising design work overtime and exhibit persistence. 
• Analyze personal work and the work of others for presentation. 
• Select appropriate methods or processes to exhibit and preserve art. 
• Share designs that are influenced by social, cultural, or political beliefs and understandings. 
• Perceive how human understanding effects art creation and creation effects our understanding of the world. 
• Construct and analyze evaluation criteria for art and design. 
• Synthesize UX/UI knowledge with personal experience to create a final product for sharing. 
• Relate ideas for UX/UI work to understanding of society, culture, and history. 
• Describe, justify, and document computational and/or design processes and solutions using appropriate terminology consistent with the intended audience and 

purpose. 
• Evaluate existing technological functionalities and incorporate them into new designs. 
• Modify an existing artifact to improve or customize it. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Model phenomena and processes and simulate systems to understand and evaluate potential outcomes. 
• Evaluate and refine a computational artifact, multiple times, to enhance its performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility. 
• Systematically test computational artifacts by considering all scenarios and using test cases.  
• Evaluate and refine a computational artifact, multiple times, to enhance its performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility. 
• Identify complex, interdisciplinary, real-world problems that can be solved computationally. 
• Decompose complex real-world problems into manageable sub-problems that could integrate existing solutions or procedures. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Address the needs of diverse end users during the design process to produce artifacts with broad accessibility and usability. 
• Cultivate working relationships with individuals possessing diverse perspectives, skills, and personalities. 
• Create team norms, expectations, and equitable workloads to increase efficiency and effectiveness. 
• Solicit and incorporate feedback from, and provide constructive feedback to, team members and other stakeholders. 
• Articulate ideas responsibly by observing intellectual property rights and giving aropriate attribution. 

 

Performance Expectations   • Generating and conceptualizing ideas – Shape an artistic investigation of an aspect of present-day life using a contemporary practice of art and design.  Visualize and 
generate art and design that can affect social change.  Organize and design artistic ideas for media arts productions. 



• Organizing and developing ideas – Demonstrate in works of art or design how visual and material culture defines, shapes, enhances, inhibits, and/or empowers 
people's lives.  Apply aesthetic criteria in developing, refining, and proposing media arts artwork. 

• Refining and completing products – Apply relevant criteria from traditional and contemporary cultural contexts to examine, reflect on and plan revisions for works of 
art and design in progress.  Apply ideas with deliberate choices in organization, integrating content and stylistic conventions. 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work Analyze, select, and critique personal artwork for a collection or portfolio presentation.  
• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products – Analyze and evaluate the reasons and ways an exhibition is presented.  
• Conveying meaning through art - Analyze and describe the impact that an exhibition or collection has on personal awareness of social, cultural, or political beliefs and 

understandings.  
• Perceiving and analyzing products – Analyze how one's understanding of the world is affected by experiencing visual arts. Recognize and describe personal aesthetic 

and empathetic responses to the natural world and constructed environments. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze the intent, meanings, and influence of a variety of media artworks, based on personal, societal, historical, and cultural 

contexts. Interpret an artwork or collection of works, supported by relevant and sufficient evidence found in the work and its various contexts. 
• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products - Explain and demonstrate the use of media artworks to expand meaning and 

knowledge and create cultural experiences such as learning and sharing through online environments.  Synthesize knowledge of social, cultural, historical, and personal 
life with art-making approaches to create meaningful works of art or design. 

• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding – Demonstrate and explain how media artworks and ideas 
relate to various contexts, purposes, and values (e.g., social trends, power, equality, personal/cultural identity).  Compare uses of art in a variety of societal, cultural, 
and historical contexts and make connections to uses of art in contemporary and local contexts. 

• Use research to design and create a product or system that addresses a problem and make modifications based on input from potential consumers. 
• Evaluate several models of the same type of product and make recommendations for a new design based on a cost benefit analysis.  
• Evaluate the effectiveness of a product or system based on factors that are related to its requirements, specifications, and constraints (e.g., safety, reliability, economic 

considerations, quality control, environmental concerns, manufacturability, maintenance and repair, ergonomics). 
• Analyze a product to determine the impact that economic, political, social, and/or cultural factors have had on its design, including its design constraints. 
• Propose an innovation to meet future demands supported by an analysis of the potential costs, benefits, trade-offs, and risks related to the use of the innovation. 
• Explain how different groups can contribute to the overall design of a product. 
• Redesign an existing product to improve form or function. 
• Evaluate ethical considerations regarding the sustainability of environmental resources that are used for the design, creation, and maintenance of a chosen product.  
• Synthesize and analyze data collected to monitor the effects of a technological product or system on the environment. 
• Synthesize data, analyze trends, and draw conclusions regarding the effect of a technology on the individual, culture, society, and environment and share this 

information with the appropriate audience.  
 

NJ Standards Student Learning Objectives  Suggested Tasks/Activities  Resources/Materials 
Visual & Performing Arts 

1.5.12adv.Cr1a 
1.5.12prof.Cr1b 
1.5.12adv.Cr2c 
1.5.12prof.Cr3a 
1.5.12prof.Pr4a 
1.5.12prof.Pr5a 
1.5.12prof.Pr6a 
1.5.12acc.Re7a 
1.5.12prof.Re7b 
1.5.12prof.Re8a 
1.5.12adv.Cn10a 
1.5.12acc.Cn11a 

 
Computer Science & Design 

Thinking 
8.2.12.ED.1  
8.2.12.ED.3 
8.2.12.ED.5 
8.2.12.ITH.1 
8.2.12.ITH.2  
8.2.12.NT.1 
8.2.12.NT.2  
8.2.12.ETW.1 

Students will be able to: 
• demonstrate proficient understanding of 

design platforms and file maintenance 
practices by participating in class 
demonstrations and practice activities. 

• prepare an idea for market by applying HCI 
and UXD principles and best practices 
including user testing, persona development, 
position statements and more. 

• perform an IA case study by restructuring and 
redesigning the UI of an existing digital 
system and submit a formal proposal for 
their solution. 

Develop specific UX/UI design language and build upon established 
art & computer science vocabulary 

• Visual analysis of UI samples 
• Class presentation/critique of best and worst UX/UI 

examples 
• Conversations using business and design terminology in 

relation to User Experience Design and User Interface Design 
Digital Design tools & terminology development 

• Adobe Suite – Photoshop, Illustrator, XD 
• Prototyping software introduction 
• User testing & usability testing tools introduction 
• Color theory & accessibility activities 
• Introduction to Human-centered design 

File Management Best Practices 
• Demonstration of file-saving options 
• Overview of file types 
• File organization checks 
• File management vocabulary quiz 

Essential techniques & application  
• Design analysis warm-up activity 
• Software tutorials  
• Design a sitemap from existing website 
• Conduct formal user testing (heat maps, first-click, usability 

interview, survey, etc.) 

• Computer with compatible tablet and stylus 
• Computer mouse 
• Adobe Creative Suite 
• User testing software 
• Prototyping software 
• Photographic devices 

o Cell phone cameras 
o SLR Camera 

• Various art media 
o Scissors 
o Paper cutter 
o Utility knives with self-healing 

boards 
o Tape 
o Glue sticks, glue guns and 

replacement glue sticks 
o Pencils, markers, pens 
o Rulers 
o Illustration board or pre-cut mats) 
o Frames 
o 3D foam dots 
o High quality printer paper 



8.2.12.ETW.2 
8.2.12.EC.3 
 

Career Readiness 
9.4.12.TL.1 
9.4.12.CT.1 

• Develop a product idea for market 
• Develop personas & journey maps 
• Create value proposition canvas 
• Define minimum viable product 
• Create position maps 
• Draft position statements 

Self & peer critiques  
• Critique “cheat sheet”  
• Self-critique practice  
• Think-pair-share critiques  
• Class discussion critique of student work  
• Respond and reflect questions periodically during different 

project phases  
Articulating process through writing and verbal communication  

• Project Process Document Template  
• Project Process Document example group activity  
• Impromptu product pitches 
• Develop and document a product concept 
• Draft script for user testing 

o Printer & replacement ink 
cartridges 

• Activity sheets 
• Design Thinking Field Guide 
• Professional resources as needed 

o IDEO 
o Adobe 
o What is UX? 
o What is IA? 
o Design Kit 
o Figma Prototyping software 
o hotjar 
o Optimal Workshop 
o & more… 

Key Vocabulary  • User Interface (UI): Menu, button, accessibility, style guide, drop down menu, text field, color field, gestalt principles (proximity, similarity, continuity, closure), F-
shaped pattern, wireframe, prototype, mockup, grid, landing page 

• User Experience (UX): Persona, journey map, user research, mind map, information architecture, breadcrumbs, end user, user engagement, user-centered design 
(UCD), human-computer interaction (HCI) 

• Design management: 80/20 rule, value proposition canvas, minimum viable product, position map, position statement, pitch, stakeholders 
• User testing: A/B testing, heat map, first-click, usability interview, survey, user scenarios, eye tracking, focus group 

 
Continue developing understanding of: 

• Technology terms: Aspect ratio, dimensions, pixel, raster image, vector file, resolution, HEX code  
• File management: JPEG, PNG, PDF, PSD, AI, DPI, video files, screen recordings, prototype files, cloud storage, local hard drive  
• Critique: Self-critique, peer-critique, reflection, constructive criticism, symbolism, technique  

 
Students will demonstrate understanding of these terms and use them in conjunction with previously learned vocabulary from prior units. 
 

Evidence of Learning  
 

Students will be evaluated using formative and summative assessments. Assessment of the student will relate to the performance expectations and classroom expectations for 
the unit. Formative assessments throughout projects will help determine if the student falls in the category of Proficient, Accomplished or Advanced which is described more 
below. Summative assessments will occur at the end of a project and will be evaluated via rubric. 
 

Proficient Accomplished Advanced 
Students at the proficient level have developed the 
foundational technical and expressive skills and 
understandings of the lesson topic necessary to solve 
assigned problems or prepare assigned repertoire for 
presentation; make appropriate choices with some 
support; and may be prepared for active engagement in 
their community. They understand the concept to be an 
important form of personal realization and well-being, 
and make connections between the design practice, 
history, culture, and other learning.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a high school level course in the arts and 
computer science disciplines (or equivalent) beyond the 
foundation of quality K–8 instruction.   

Students at the accomplished level are, with minimal 
assistance, able to identify or solve design problems 
based on their interests or for a particular purpose; 
conduct research to inform artistic decisions; and 
create and refine products, or presentations that 
demonstrate technical proficiency and personal 
communication and expression. They use the design 
thinking and related concepts for personal realization 
and well-being and have the necessary skills for and 
interest in participation in arts activity beyond the 
school environment.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a rigorous sequence of high-school level 
courses (or equivalent) beyond the proficient level.     

Students at the advanced level independently identify 
challenging design problems based on their interests or 
for specific purposes and bring creativity and insight to 
finding design solutions. They are facile in using at least 
one information visualization form as an effective 
avenue for personal communication, demonstrating a 
higher level of technical and expressive proficiency 
characteristic of honors or college level work. As 
learners of the design thinking process, they exploit 
their personal strengths and apply strategies to 
overcome personal challenges. They can take a 
leadership role in problem-solving activities within and 
beyond the school environment.    
 
A level and scope of achievement that significantly 
exceeds the accomplished level. Achievement at this 
level is indisputably rigorous and substantially expands 
students’ knowledge, skills, and understandings beyond 

https://www.ideo.com/
https://www.adobe.com/
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/ux-design
https://www.iainstitute.org/what-is-ia/
https://www.designkit.org/human-centered-design
https://www.figma.com/
https://www.hotjar.com/
https://www.optimalworkshop.com/user-testing/


the expectations articulated for accomplished 
achievement.    

 

 
 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections  

The practice of design and design thinking does not happen in a silo of art. Connections and relationships between disciplines help generate meaning in the work done in class. 
This unit addresses interdisciplinary connections in the following subject areas (with high level overview and NJSLS standards where applicable): 
 

• History – History of the design processes and famous designers that have made a lasting mark on society. 
• Reading and writing - Students reflect and express their work through writing and reading about art as well as in scholarly articles and other professional resources. 
(NJSLS.WHST.9-12.2,  WHST.9-12.5, WHST.11-12.8, WHST.9-12.9, SL.11-12.5) 
• Technology - Understand the history of a software function and learn the most up-to-date practices. Understand technological needs and utility of an art 
composition for appropriate output or sharing of work. 
• Science – Basic color theory incorporates principles of physics and psychology of human emotions and communication. (NJSLS.HS-PS1-6, ETS1.A, ETS1.C, PS4.C, ) 
• Math – Dimensions, units of measurement, and geometric forms are essential to demonstrate proficient use of digital design platforms. (NJSLS.MP.4, HSN-Q.A.2, 
G.CO.A.2-5, G.MG.A.1-3) 
 



Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion 

• Gain richer perspectives and participate in design best practices that draw on the influence of global perspectives.  
• Create original designs influenced by various global art-making traditions, materials, and styles that connect to their own life experiences, beliefs, values, and opinions.  
• Apply multiple perspectives and diverse cultural understanding to promote stronger content creation as students are introduced to a diverse range of designers and 

cultures (I.e., representing varied race, gender, sexuality, ability, neurodiversity, religion, origin, age, and socio-economic background).  
• Share studio space and ideation experiences with students of all abilities and learning levels.  
• Acknowledge and appreciate that artists and peers come from a varied background that could impact their communication through expression/creation (I.e., 

environment, access, political, social standing, challenges).  
 

Career Readiness, Life 
Literacies, and Key Skills   

Creativity and Innovation 
Part 1: 9.4.12.CI.3: Investigate new challenges and opportunities for personal growth, advancement, and transition.  
 
Critical Thinking and Problem-solving 
Part 2: 9.4.12.CT.1: Identify problem-solving strategies used in the development of an innovative product or practice (e.g., 1.1.12acc.C1b, 2.2.12.PF.3).  
 

Social Emotional Learning  • Develop general self-awareness - Recognize one’s personal traits, strengths, and limitations.  
• Recognize the importance of self-confidence in handling daily tasks and challenges.  
• Recognize the skills needed to establish and achieve personal and educational goals.  
• Identify and apply ways to persevere or overcome barriers through alternative methods to achieve.  
• Demonstrate an awareness of the differences among individuals, groups, and others’ cultural backgrounds.  
• Develop, implement, and model effective problem-solving and critical thinking skills.  
• Exercise self-management and personal time-management in project work.  
• Accept and apply constructive criticism to one's work and the work of others.  
• Explore the practice of design and ideation as a therapeutic process and practice.  

 
Differentiation  

  
Resources/Materials 

  

ELL 
(English Language Learners) 

Special Education  At Risk  Enrichment  

• Provide translated notes and key 
vocabulary terms 

• Provide images of key 
vocabulary terms and concepts 

• Word banks  
• Bilingual dictionaries 
• Assistive translator technology  
• Sentence frames 
• Simplified notes 
• Reduced homework 
• Simplified word problems 
• Graphic organizers 
• Matched sentences or 

procedures with pictures 
• Alternative presentation options 
• 1-2 sentence short responses 
• Shortened written assignments  
• Modified tests 
• Provide notes when student 

request 
• Reduce project workload 
• Short summaries 

• Display reminders 
• Checklist of materials and tasks 

(printed out or digitally accessible) 
• Timelines and Calendar for 

benchmark goals for 
assignments/assessments/short-term 
goals (Planner Microsoft) 

• Assistive technology (dictation, 
immersive reader, etc...) 

• Flash cards 
• Teacher notes  
• Graphic organizer 
• Clear parameters and student 

workspace 
• Timer to monitor task and duration 
• Study guides  
• Guided notes 
• Choices for alternative assignments 
• Students are asked to come for extra 

help to review/retake assessment and 
homework assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a half 
on assessments 

• Provide the student with frequent 
check-ins during class-time work 

• Visual cue or signs 

• Students are asked to come for 
extra help to review/retake 
assessment and homework 
assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a 
half on assessments 

• Provide the student with 
frequent check-ins during class-
time work 

• Scaffolding assignments  
• Chunking of materials  
• Allow for errors 
• Pre-teach materials  
• Supply teacher demo 
• Rephrase of questions and 

directions  
• Visual cue or signs  
• Small group assistance or 

collaboration  
• Partner or group work on skill 

development  
• Assistance by instructional 

videos or curated videos online  
• Guide with options for student 

goal setting  

• Provide students with extra 
problem sets that challenge 
and involve higher level 
thinking 

• Inquiry lead discussions and 
activities 

• More complex tasks and 
projects 

• Higher level questioning and 
techniques  

• Student demoing and 
explanation  

• Provide opportunities for 
students to set personal 
goals, keep records and 
monitor their own learning 
progress 

• Multiple assessments given 
in different domains, that 
showcase student interests, 
strengths, and needs  

• Use multiple approaches to 
accelerate learning within 
and outside of the school 
setting  



  
 

• Rephrase of questions and directions 
• Partner or group work on skill 

development Assistance by 
instructional videos or curated videos 
online 

• Use of timer or a clock to 
monitor time of student activity 

 

• Use enrichment options to 
extend and deepen learning 
opportunities within and 
outside of the school setting 

• Use individualized learning 
options such as mentorships, 
internships, online courses, 
and independent study 

 

 



Unit 3: Prototyping & Product Design with Drafting (9 Weeks) 
Core Ideas NJSLS – Visual and Performing Arts 

Creating 
• Generating and conceptualizing ideas – Explore multiple approaches to develop creative concepts. 
• Organizing and developing ideas – Investigate the discipline of design through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Refining and completing products - Reflect, refine, and continue personal creative visions in progress. 

 
Presenting/Producing 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work -   Analyze, select, and critique personal work for a design portfolio presentation or specific event. 
• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products - Evaluate, select, and apply methods or processes appropriate to display or utilize 

designs in a specific place. 
• Conveying meaning through art -   Share understanding of design through analysis of an impact a product or exhibition has on personal awareness of beliefs and 

understandings.  
 

Responding 
• Perceiving and analyzing products - Analyze how one’s understanding of the world or human experiences is affected by how one might perceive visual designs. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze design or the process of designing by establishing relevant criteria to evaluate a design or body of work. 

 
Connecting 

• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products -   Synthesize understanding of the design process by documenting developing ideas 
from early stages to fully elaborated ideas.   

• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding -   Relate knowledge of cultures, history, or global issues 
including climate change to your personal response to art by describing how it may influence your experience of it.  
 

NJSLS – Computer Science & Design Thinking 
Engineering Design 

• Engineering design is a complex process in which creativity, content knowledge, research, and analysis are used to address local and global problems. 
• Decisions on trade-offs involve systematic comparisons of all costs and benefits, and final steps that may involve redesigning for optimization. 
• Engineering design evaluation, a process for determining how well a solution meets requirements, involves systematic comparisons between requirements, 

specifications, and constraints. 
 

Interaction of Technology and Humans 
• Decisions to develop new technology are driven by societal and cultural options and demands that differ from culture to culture. 
• Changes caused by the introduction and use of a new technology can range from gradual to rapid and from subtle to obvious and can change over time. These changes 

may vary from society to society as a result of differences in a society’s economy, politics, and culture. 
 

Nature of Technology 
• Engineers use science, mathematics, and other disciplines to improve technology. Increased collaboration among engineers, scientists, and mathematicians can 

improve their work and designs. 
• Technology, product, or system redesign can be more difficult than the original design. 

 
Effects of Technology on the Natural World 

• Development and modification of any technological system needs to consider how the operation of the system will affect natural resources and ecosystems. 
• Impacts of technological systems on the environment need to be monitored and must inform decision-making. 
• Many technologies have been designed to have a positive impact on the environment and to monitor environmental change over time. 

 
Ethics & Culture 

• The ability to ethically integrate new technologies requires deciding whether to introduce a technology, taking into consideration local resources and the role of 
culture in acceptance. 

• Consequences of technological use may be different for different groups of people and may change over time. 
• Since technological decisions can have ethical implications, it is essential that individuals analyze issues by gathering evidence from multiple perspectives and 

conceiving of alternative possibilities before proposing solutions. 

Essential Questions  • How does collaboration expand the creative process?  
• How can one be creative with constraints? 
• What is the importance of prototype creation? 



• What role does persistence play in revising, refining, and developing work?  
• How is a technical drawing similar to and different from artistic drawings? 
• What criteria are considered when selecting work for presentation, a portfolio, or a collection? 
• What can cause a technical drawing to be inadequate or misinterpreted?  
• What is the role of a prototype? 
• What is the role of a technical drawing? 
• How can technology make product design and manufacture more efficient and less prone to error? 
• How can we clearly convey the intent of a design to someone unfamiliar with the original problem or solution? 
• How does our communication of design effect how others perceive the world? 
• How might an ideal design vary from person to person? 
• What are the steps required to create an effective prototype? 
• How might we create the best possible solution to a problem? 
• What is the most effective way to generate potential solutions to a problem? 
• How might society determine how technology is designed? 
• How might humans influence technology innovation? 
• How does knowing the contexts, histories and traditions of art forms help us create works of art and design?  
• How does product design evolve as a result of technology? 
• How does an audience determine the function and structure of a product? 
• How are product designs influenced by the natural world? 
• How are principles and elements of design used with engineering practice to develop a successful product? 
• How and why might product criteria vary? How is personal preference different from an evaluation? 
• How might a design effect the future of society and effect culture presently? 

 

Enduring Understanding   Enduring understandings are statements summarizing important ideas and core practices central to a discipline and have lasting value beyond the classroom.  
 

• Creativity and innovative thinking are essential life skills that can be developed. Artists and designers shape artistic investigations, following or breaking traditions in 
pursuit of creative art-making goals. 

• Artists and designers experiment with forms, structures, materials, concepts, media, and art-making approaches. Artists and designers balance experimentation and 
safety, freedom, and responsibility, while developing and creating artworks. People create and interact with objects, places and design that define, shape, enhance, 
and empower their lives. 

• Artists and designers develop excellence through practice and constructive critique, reflecting on, revising and refining work overtime. 
• Artists and other presenters consider various techniques, methods, venues, and criteria when analyzing, selecting, and curating objects, artifacts and artworks for 

preservation and presentation. 
• Artists, curators, and others consider a variety of factors and methods including evolving technologies when preparing and refining artwork for display and or when 

deciding if and how to preserve and protect it. 
• Objects, artifacts, and artworks collected, preserved, or presented either by artists, museums, or other venues communicate meaning and a record of social, cultural, 

and political experiences resulting in the cultivating of appreciation and understanding. 
• Individual aesthetic and empathetic awareness developed through engagement with art can lead to understanding and appreciation of self, others, the natural world, 

and constructed environments. Visual arts influences understanding of and responses to the world. 
• People evaluate art based on various criteria.  
• Through artmaking, people make meaning by investigating and developing awareness of perceptions, knowledge, and experiences. 
• People develop ideas and understandings of society, culture, and history through their interactions with an analysis of art. 
• Students should use collaborative tools to effectively work together and to create complex artifacts. 
• An engineering design process involves a characteristic set of practices and steps. 
• Research derived from a variety of sources (including subject matter experts) is used to facilitate effective development and evaluation of a design problem and a 

successful solution to the problem. 
• Brainstorming may take many forms and is used to generate a large number of innovative, creative ideas in a short time. 
• Problem solutions are optimized through evaluation and reflection and should be clearly communicated. 
• Testing and refinement is the deliberate and iterative process of improving a computational artifact. This process includes debugging (identifying and fixing errors) and 

comparing actual outcomes to intended outcomes.  
• Respond to the changing needs and expectations of end users and improve the performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility of artifacts. 
• Communicate with diverse audiences about the use and effects of computation and the appropriateness of computational choices. Students write clear comments, 

document their work, and communicate their ideas through multiple forms of media. Clear communication includes using precise language and carefully considering 
possible audiences. 

• The ability to recognize appropriate and worthwhile opportunities to apply computation is a skill that develops over time and is central to computing.  



• Solving a problem with a computational approach requires defining the problem, breaking it down into parts, and evaluating each part to determine whether a 
computational solution is appropriate. 

• Analyze the performance or quality of a design during testing and judge the solution as viable or non-viable with respect to the natural world. 
• Visual elements and principles of design are part of an aesthetic vocabulary that is used to describe the visual characteristics of an object, the application of which can 

affect the visual appeal of the object and its commercial success in the marketplace. 
• Building an inclusive and diverse computing culture requires strategies for incorporating perspectives from people of different genders, ethnicities, and abilities. 

Incorporating these perspectives involves understanding the personal, ethical, social, economic, and cultural contexts in which people operate.  
• Considering the needs of diverse users during the design process is essential to producing inclusive computational products. 
• To be an effective team member, one must demonstrate positive team behaviors and act according to accepted norms, contribute to group goals according to assigned 

roles, and use appropriate conflict resolution strategies. 
 

Practice  • Explore the creative and innovation process in illustrative design 
• Investigate the illustrative design process through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Reflect, refine, and continue revising illustrative design work overtime and exhibit persistence. 
• Analyze personal work and the work of others for presentation. 
• Select appropriate methods or processes to exhibit and preserve art. 
• Share designs that are influenced by social, cultural, or political beliefs and understandings. 
• Perceive how human understanding effects art creation and creation effects our understanding of the world. 
• Construct and analyze evaluation criteria for art and design. 
• Synthesize illustrative design knowledge with personal experience to create products. 
• Relate ideas for illustrative design work to understanding of society, culture, and history. 
• Describe, justify, and document computational and/or design processes and solutions using appropriate terminology consistent with the intended audience and 

purpose. 
• Evaluate existing technological functionalities and incorporate them into new designs. 
• Modify an existing artifact to improve or customize it. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Model phenomena and processes and simulate systems to understand and evaluate potential outcomes. 
• Evaluate and refine a computational artifact, multiple times, to enhance its performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility. 
• Systematically test computational artifacts by considering all scenarios and using test cases.  
• Evaluate and refine a computational artifact, multiple times, to enhance its performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility. 
• Identify complex, interdisciplinary, real-world problems that can be solved computationally. 
• Decompose complex real-world problems into manageable sub-problems that could integrate existing solutions or procedures. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Address the needs of diverse end users during the design process to produce artifacts with broad accessibility and usability. 
• Cultivate working relationships with individuals possessing diverse perspectives, skills, and personalities. 
• Create team norms, expectations, and equitable workloads to increase efficiency and effectiveness. 
• Solicit and incorporate feedback from, and provide constructive feedback to, team members and other stakeholders. 
• Articulate ideas responsibly by observing intellectual property rights and giving aropriate attribution. 

 

Performance Expectations   • Generating and conceptualizing ideas - Organize and design artistic ideas for media arts productions. Visualize and generate art and design that can affect social 
change. 

• Organizing and developing ideas - Apply aesthetic criteria in developing, refining and proposing media arts artwork. 
• Refining and completing products - Refine and modify media artworks, emphasizing aesthetic quality and intentionally accentuating stylistic elements to reflect an 

understanding of personal goals and preferences. Engage in constructive critique with peers, then reflect on, re- engage, revise, and refine works of art and design in 
response to personal artistic vision. 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work – Analyze, select and critique personal artwork for a collection or portfolio presentation. Synthesize various arts, media arts 
forms and academic content into unified media arts. 

• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products – Demonstrate adaptation and innovation through the combination of tools, 
techniques, and content to communicate intent in the production of media artworks. 

• Conveying meaning through art - Design the presentation and distribution of collections of media artworks, considering combinations of artworks, formats and 
audiences. 

• Perceiving and analyzing products – Recognize and describe personal aesthetic and empathetic responses to the natural world and constructed environments. 
Recognize and describe personal aesthetic and empathetic responses to the natural world and constructed environments. 

• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze differing interpretations of an artwork or collection of works to select and defend a plausible critical analysis. 
• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products - Utilize inquiry methods of observation, research, and experimentation to explore 

other subjects through artmaking. Document the process of developing ideas from early stages to fully elaborated ideas. 



• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding - Describe how knowledge of global issues, including climate 
change, may influence personal responses to art.  

• Use research to design and create a product or system that addresses a problem and make modifications based on input from potential consumers. 
• Create scaled engineering drawings for a new product or system and make modification to increase optimization based on feedback. 
• Propose an innovation to meet future demands supported by an analysis of the potential costs, benefits, trade-offs, and risks related to the use of the innovation. 
• Explain how different groups can contribute to the overall design of a product. 
• Redesign an existing product to improve form or function. 
• Evaluate ethical considerations regarding the sustainability of environmental resources that are used for the design, creation, and maintenance of a chosen product. 
• Analyze controversial technological issues and determine the degree to which individuals, businesses, and governments have an ethical role in decisions that are made. 
• Assess the positive and negative impacts of emerging technologies on developing countries and evaluate how individuals, non-profit organizations, and governments 

have responded. 
 

NJ Standards Student Learning Objectives  Suggested Tasks/Activities  Resources/Materials 
Visual & Performing Arts 

1.5.12prof.Cr1b 
1.2.12acc.Cr1a 
1.2.12acc.Cr2c 
1.5.12acc.Cr3a 
1.2.12adv.Cr3b 
1.5.12acc.Pr4a 
1.2.12adv.Pr4a 
1.2.12prof.Pr5c 
1.2.12prof.Pr6a 
1.5.12acc.Re7a 
1.5.12adv.Re8a 
1.5.12acc.Cn10a 
1.5.12prof.Cn11b 

 
Computer Science & Design 

Thinking 
8.2.12.ED.1  
8.2.12.ITH.2  
8.2.12.NT.1 
8.2.12.NT.2  
8.2.12.ETW.1  
8.2.12.EC.1  
8.2.12.EC.2 
8.2.12.ED.2 
 

Career Readiness 
9.4.12.CT.1 
9.4.12.CI.2 
 

Students will be able to: 
• demonstrate proficient understanding of 

design platforms and file maintenance 
practices by participating in class 
demonstrations and practice activities. 

• create accurate architectural drawings by 
learning essential drafting standards using 
hand-drawing methods and digital 
platforms. 

• design a prototype that solves a problem 
creatively by responding to a design brief 
presented in the format that represents a 
client relationship. 

Develop specific drafting & product design language and build upon 
established art & computer science vocabulary 

• Visual analysis of architectural drawing samples 
• Visual analysis of working drafting file samples 
• Visual analysis of digital and physical prototypes 
• Conversations using business and design terminology in 

relation to drafting, architecture, prototypes and their design 
Digital Design tools & terminology development 

• Adobe Suite – Photoshop, Illustrator, XD 
• Hand drafting exercises 
• CAD drafting exercises 
• Practice measuring and communicating product details in an 

illustrative format 
• Advanced development of 3D modeling software or 

prototyping software 
• Print or create a 3D model 

File Management Best Practices 
• Demonstration of file-saving options 
• Overview of file types 
• File organization checks 
• File management vocabulary quiz 

Essential techniques & application  
• Design analysis warm-up activity 
• Software tutorials  
• Create a floor plan 
• Create a 3D model 
• Dimension a 3D model  
• Dimension a 2D design 
• Problem-based product development 
• Ideate on a product concept 

Self & peer critiques  
• Critique “cheat sheet”  
• Self-critique practice  
• Think-pair-share critiques  
• Class discussion critique of student work  
• Respond and reflect questions periodically during different 

project phases  
Articulating process through writing and verbal communication  

• Project Process Document Template  
• Project Process Document example group activity  
• Impromptu product pitches 
• Draft a formal product statement 

• Computer with compatible tablet and stylus 
• Computer mouse 
• Adobe Creative Suite 
• 3D Modeling software 
• Photographic devices 

o Cell phone cameras 
o SLR Camera 

• Various art media 
o Scissors 
o Paper cutter 
o Utility knives with self-healing 

boards 
o Tape 
o Glue sticks, glue guns and 

replacement glue sticks 
o Pencils, markers, pens 
o Rulers 
o Illustration board or pre-cut mats) 
o Frames 
o 3D foam dots 
o High quality printer paper 
o Printer & replacement ink 

cartridges 
o Files 
o Sandpaper 
o 3D printer & Filament 

• Activity sheets 
• Design Thinking Field Guide 
• Professional resources as needed 

o IDEO 
o Adobe 
o Sagmeister & Walsh 
o Grainger 
o Turbo Squid (3D Models) 
o SketchUp 
o hand-drafting 
o Jam Brief: College + Target — 

Creative Jams for Enterprise 
o & more… 

 

https://www.ideo.com/
https://www.adobe.com/
https://sagmeisterwalsh.com/
https://www.3dmodelspace.com/
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=48ffc7cf5915b8d3fb1b31f50d33d064c055c11a9cbecfd31501e769ca555b7dJmltdHM9MTY1NjY5Njg1MCZpZ3VpZD01ZTAyYjhhYi1mNGQyLTQ5MTMtOWM1MC0zNDVjOWJhNWJmM2UmaW5zaWQ9NTE3Ng&ptn=3&fclid=042edf1c-f964-11ec-8451-7de94bf348f3&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudHVyYm9zcXVpZC5jb20v&ntb=1
https://www.sketchup.com/products/sketchup-for-schools
https://youtu.be/Lya9zhN8XZA
https://www.creativejam.in/targetbrief
https://www.creativejam.in/targetbrief


Key Vocabulary  • Drafting & Design: Floor plan, site plan, elevation, architecture, blueprint, dimension, measurement, units, 2D and 3D models, output, orthographic perspective 
(multiview drawing), sectional drawing, hand drafting, CAD, line weight, line types, dimension standards, leader, extension line, diameter, radius, isometric, oblique, 1-
point perspective, rendering 

• Product Development: Prototype, creative problem solving, 3D modeling, thru hole, chamfer, fillet, Boolean operations, union, subtract, group, additive, extrude, 
sweep, revolve, material, light 

 
Continue developing understanding of: 

• Technology terms: Aspect ratio, dimensions, pixel, raster image, vector file, resolution, HEX code  
• File management: JPEG, PNG, PDF, PSD, AI, DPI, video files, screen recordings, prototype files, cloud storage, local hard drive  
• Critique: Self-critique, peer-critique, reflection, constructive criticism, symbolism, technique  

 
Students will demonstrate understanding of these terms and use them in conjunction with previously learned vocabulary from prior units. 
 

Evidence of Learning  
 

Students will be evaluated using formative and summative assessments. Assessment of the student will relate to the performance expectations and classroom expectations for 
the unit. Formative assessments throughout projects will help determine if the student falls in the category of Proficient, Accomplished or Advanced which is described more 
below. Summative assessments will occur at the end of a project and will be evaluated via rubric. 
 

Proficient Accomplished Advanced 
Students at the proficient level have developed the 
foundational technical and expressive skills and 
understandings of the lesson topic necessary to solve 
assigned problems or prepare assigned repertoire for 
presentation; make appropriate choices with some 
support; and may be prepared for active engagement in 
their community. They understand the concept to be an 
important form of personal realization and well-being, 
and make connections between the design practice, 
history, culture, and other learning.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a high school level course in the arts and 
computer science disciplines (or equivalent) beyond the 
foundation of quality K–8 instruction.   

Students at the accomplished level are, with minimal 
assistance, able to identify or solve design problems 
based on their interests or for a particular purpose; 
conduct research to inform artistic decisions; and 
create and refine products, or presentations that 
demonstrate technical proficiency and personal 
communication and expression. They use the design 
thinking and related concepts for personal realization 
and well-being and have the necessary skills for and 
interest in participation in arts activity beyond the 
school environment.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a rigorous sequence of high-school level 
courses (or equivalent) beyond the proficient level.     

Students at the advanced level independently identify 
challenging design problems based on their interests or 
for specific purposes and bring creativity and insight to 
finding design solutions. They are facile in using at least 
one information visualization form as an effective 
avenue for personal communication, demonstrating a 
higher level of technical and expressive proficiency 
characteristic of honors or college level work. As 
learners of the design thinking process, they exploit 
their personal strengths and apply strategies to 
overcome personal challenges. They can take a 
leadership role in problem-solving activities within and 
beyond the school environment.    
 
A level and scope of achievement that significantly 
exceeds the accomplished level. Achievement at this 
level is indisputably rigorous and substantially expands 
students’ knowledge, skills, and understandings beyond 
the expectations articulated for accomplished 
achievement.    

 
 
 



 
 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections  

The practice of design and design thinking does not happen in a silo of art. Connections and relationships between disciplines help generate meaning in the work done in class. 
This unit addresses interdisciplinary connections in the following subject areas (with high level overview and NJSLS standards where applicable): 
 

• History – History of the design processes and famous designers that have made a lasting mark on society. 
• Reading and writing - Students reflect and express their work through writing and reading about art as well as in scholarly articles and other professional resources. 
(NJSLS.WHST.9-12.2,  WHST.9-12.5, WHST.11-12.8, WHST.9-12.9, SL.11-12.5) 
• Technology - Understand the history of a software function and learn the most up-to-date practices. Understand technological needs and utility of an art 
composition for appropriate output or sharing of work. 
• Science – Basic color theory incorporates principles of physics and psychology of human emotions and communication. (NJSLS.HS-PS1-6, ETS1.A, ETS1.C, PS4.C, ) 
• Math – Dimensions, units of measurement, and geometric forms are essential to demonstrate proficient use of digital design platforms. (NJSLS.MP.4, HSN-Q.A.2, 
G.CO.A.2-5, G.MG.A.1-3) 

 
Diversity, Equity, & 

Inclusion 
• Gain richer perspectives and participate in design best practices that draw on the influence of global perspectives.  
• Create original designs influenced by various global art-making traditions, materials, and styles that connect to their own life experiences, beliefs, values, and opinions.  



• Apply multiple perspectives and diverse cultural understanding to promote stronger content creation as students are introduced to a diverse range of designers and 
cultures (I.e., representing varied race, gender, sexuality, ability, neurodiversity, religion, origin, age, and socio-economic background).  

• Share studio space and ideation experiences with students of all abilities and learning levels.  
• Acknowledge and appreciate that artists and peers come from a varied background that could impact their communication through expression/creation (I.e., 

environment, access, political, social standing, challenges).  

 
Career Readiness, Life 

Literacies, and Key Skills   

Creativity and Innovation 
Part 1: 9.4.12.CI.3: Investigate new challenges and opportunities for personal growth, advancement, and transition.  
 
Critical Thinking and Problem-solving 
Part 2: 9.4.12.CT.1: Identify problem-solving strategies used in the development of an innovative product or practice (e.g., 1.1.12acc.C1b, 2.2.12.PF.3).  
 

Social Emotional Learning  • Develop general self-awareness - Recognize one’s personal traits, strengths, and limitations.  
• Recognize the importance of self-confidence in handling daily tasks and challenges.  
• Recognize the skills needed to establish and achieve personal and educational goals.  
• Identify and apply ways to persevere or overcome barriers through alternative methods to achieve.  
• Demonstrate an awareness of the differences among individuals, groups, and others’ cultural backgrounds.  
• Develop, implement, and model effective problem-solving and critical thinking skills.  
• Exercise self-management and personal time-management in project work.  
• Accept and apply constructive criticism to one's work and the work of others.  
• Explore the practice of design and ideation as a therapeutic process and practice.  

 
Differentiation  

  
Resources/Materials 

  

ELL 
(English Language 

Learners) 

Special Education  At Risk  Enrichment  

• Provide translated notes and 
key vocabulary terms 

• Provide images of key 
vocabulary terms and 
concepts 

• Word banks  
• Bilingual dictionaries 
• Assistive translator 

technology  
• Sentence frames 
• Simplified notes 
• Reduced homework 
• Simplified word problems 
• Graphic organizers 
• Matched sentences or 

procedures with pictures 
• Alternative presentation 

options 
• 1-2 sentence short responses 
• Shortened written 

assignments  
• Modified tests 
• Provide notes when student 

request 
• Reduce project workload 
• Short summaries 

• Display reminders 
• Checklist of materials and tasks 

(printed out or digitally 
accessible) 

• Timelines and Calendar for 
benchmark goals for 
assignments/assessments/short-
term goals (Planner Microsoft) 

• Assistive technology (dictation, 
immersive reader, etc...) 

• Flash cards 
• Teacher notes  
• Graphic organizer 
• Clear parameters and student 

workspace 
• Timer to monitor task and 

duration 
• Study guides  
• Guided notes 
• Choices for alternative 

assignments 
• Students are asked to come for 

extra help to review/retake 
assessment and homework 
assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a 
half on assessments 

• Students are asked to come for 
extra help to review/retake 
assessment and homework 
assignments 

• Students are allowed time and 
a half on assessments 

• Provide the student with 
frequent check-ins during 
class-time work 

• Scaffolding assignments  
• Chunking of materials  
• Allow for errors 
• Pre-teach materials  
• Supply teacher demo 
• Rephrase of questions and 

directions  
• Visual cue or signs  
• Small group assistance or 

collaboration  
• Partner or group work on skill 

development  
• Assistance by instructional 

videos or curated videos online  
• Guide with options for student 

goal setting  

• Provide students with extra problem 
sets that challenge and involve 
higher level thinking 

• Inquiry lead discussions and 
activities 

• More complex tasks and projects 
• Higher level questioning and 

techniques  
• Student demoing and explanation  
• Provide opportunities for students to 

set personal goals, keep records and 
monitor their own learning progress 

• Multiple assessments given in 
different domains, that showcase 
student interests, strengths, and 
needs  

• Use multiple approaches to 
accelerate learning within and 
outside of the school setting  

• Use enrichment options to extend 
and deepen learning opportunities 
within and outside of the school 
setting 

• Use individualized learning options 
such as mentorships, internships, 



  
 

• Provide the student with frequent 
check-ins during class-time work 

• Visual cue or signs 
• Rephrase of questions and 

directions 
• Partner or group work on skill 

development Assistance by 
instructional videos or curated 
videos online 

• Use of timer or a clock to 
monitor time of student 
activity 

 

online courses, and independent 
study 

 

 



Unit 4: Visual Presentation for the Scientist (9 Weeks) 
Core Ideas NJSLS – Visual and Performing Arts 

Creating 
• Generating and conceptualizing ideas – Explore multiple approaches to develop creative concepts. 
• Organizing and developing ideas – Investigate the discipline of design through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Refining and completing products - Reflect, refine, and continue personal creative visions in progress. 

 
Presenting 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work -   Analyze, select, and critique personal work for a design portfolio presentation or specific event. 
• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products - Evaluate, select, and apply methods or processes appropriate to display or utilize 

designs in a specific place. 
• Conveying meaning through art -   Share understanding of design through analysis of an impact a product or exhibition has on personal awareness of beliefs and 

understandings.  
 

Responding 
• Perceiving and analyzing products - Analyze how one’s understanding of the world or human experiences is affected by how one might perceive visual designs. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze design or the process of designing by establishing relevant criteria to evaluate a design or body of work. 

 
Connecting 

• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products -   Synthesize understanding of the design process by documenting developing ideas 
from early stages to fully elaborated ideas.   

• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding -   Relate knowledge of cultures, history, or global issues 
including climate change to your personal response to art by describing how it may influence your experience of it.  
 

NJSLS – Computer Science & Design Thinking 
Data & Analysis 

• Individuals select digital tools and design automated processes to collect, transform, generalize, simplify, and present large data sets in different ways to influence how 
other people interpret and understand the underlying information. 

• Choices individuals make about how and where data is organized and stored affects cost, speed, reliability, accessibility, privacy, and integrity. 
• Large data sets can be transformed, generalized, simplified, and presented in different ways to influence how individuals interpret and understand the underlying 

information. 
• The accuracy of predictions or inferences made from a computer model is affected by the amount, quality, and diversity of data. 

 
Engineering Design 

• Engineering design is a complex process in which creativity, content knowledge, research, and analysis are used to address local and global problems. 
• Decisions on trade-offs involve systematic comparisons of all costs and benefits, and final steps that may involve redesigning for optimization. 
• Engineering design evaluation, a process for determining how well a solution meets requirements, involves systematic comparisons between requirements, 

specifications, and constraints. 
 

Interaction of Technology and Humans 
• Decisions to develop new technology are driven by societal and cultural options and demands that differ from culture to culture. 
• Changes caused by the introduction and use of a new technology can range from gradual to rapid and from subtle to obvious and can change over time. These changes 

may vary from society to society as a result of differences in a society’s economy, politics, and culture. 
 

Nature of Technology 
• Engineers use science, mathematics, and other disciplines to improve technology. Increased collaboration among engineers, scientists, and mathematicians can 

improve their work and designs. 
• Technology, product, or system redesign can be more difficult than the original design. 

 
Effects of Technology on the Natural World 

• Development and modification of any technological system needs to consider how the operation of the system will affect natural resources and ecosystems. 
• Impacts of technological systems on the environment need to be monitored and must inform decision-making. 
• Many technologies have been designed to have a positive impact on the environment and to monitor environmental change over time. 

 
Ethics & Culture 



• The ability to ethically integrate new technologies requires deciding whether to introduce a technology, taking into consideration local resources and the role of 
culture in acceptance. 

• Consequences of technological use may be different for different groups of people and may change over time. 
• Since technological decisions can have ethical implications, it is essential that individuals analyze issues by gathering evidence from multiple perspectives and 

conceiving of alternative possibilities before proposing solutions. 
 

Essential Questions  • How do artists/designers generate ideas and formulate artistic intent?  
• How does collaboration expand and affect the creative process?  
• How can creative risks be encouraged? 
• How do artists and designers work?  
• How do artists and designers determine whether a particular direction in their work would be effective?  
• How do artists learn from trial and error? 
• How can an artist construct a visual product that conveys purpose, meaning and artistic quality?  
• How do artists and designers improve/refine their work? 
• How are complex visual experiences constructed? At what point is a work considered "complete"?  
• How does refining artwork affect its meaning to the viewer?  
• What criteria are considered when selecting work for presentation, a portfolio, or a collection? 
• How are creativity and innovation developed within and through media arts productions? 
• How does time, place, audience, and context affect presenting or performing choices for media artworks?  
• How can presenting or sharing designs or artworks in a public format help a media artist learn and grow?  
• Why do various venues exist for presenting, sharing, or distributing media artworks? 
• How does learning about art impact how we perceive the world? 
• What is visual art compared to design? 
• How do designs and artworks function to convey meaning and influence audience experience? 
• How do people relate to and interpret artworks and designs?  
• How does knowing and using arts vocabulary help us understand and interpret works of art?  
• How is a personal preference different from an evaluation? 
• How does engaging in creating meaningful design enrich people's lives?  
• How does making art and designs attune people to their surroundings?  
• How do artworks and designs contribute to an awareness and understanding of our lives and communities? 
• How does art help us understand the lives of people of different times, places, and cultures?  
• How is art used to impact the views of a society?  
• How does art mirror aspects of life?  
• How can statistical data and analysis be used to inform, justify, and validate a design or process? 
• If an error is unavoidable in measurement, how can we indicate our confidence in the precision of a judgement? 
• How can data help solve problems? 
• When might it be more valuable to use qualitative or quantitative data? 
• How do you determine the validity of a data set? 
• How do you define a problem so that it can be effectively communicated and yield the best possible solution? 
• How does one know that a given design solution is the best solution? 
• How might the display of information effect a person’s ability to interpret the design intent? 
• How can presentation of information impact how humans interact with technology? 
• What kind of information presentation is important for humans to interact with? 
• What is the value of being able to interact with data compared to static data? 
• What limitations can technology have on one’s ability to present information? 
• What technological skills and programs are required to present data? 
• How quickly can information be shared via technology cause change in society? 
• What is the impact of increased technology use on the natural world? 
• What are the ethical implications of using or referencing poor data sources? 
• Is there a difference in how cultures share/present data? 
• How can access to data be affected by society or a culture (national, corporate, industry, etc.)? 

 

Enduring Understanding   Enduring understandings are statements summarizing important ideas and core practices central to a discipline and have lasting value beyond the classroom.  
 
NJSLS – Visual and Performing Arts 
Creating  



• Creativity and innovative thinking are essential life skills that can be developed. Artists and designers shape artistic investigations, following or breaking traditions in 
pursuit of creative art-making goals. 

• Artists and designers experiment with forms, structures, materials, concepts, media, and art-making approaches. Artists and designers balance experimentation and 
safety, freedom, and responsibility, while developing and creating artworks. People create and interact with objects, places and design that define, shape, enhance, 
and empower their lives. 

• Artists and designers develop excellence through practice and constructive critique, reflecting on, revising and refining work overtime. 
Presenting  

• Artists and other presenters consider various techniques, methods, venues, and criteria when analyzing, selecting, and curating objects, artifacts and artworks for 
preservation and presentation. 

• Artists, curators, and others consider a variety of factors and methods including evolving technologies when preparing and refining artwork for display and or when 
deciding if and how to preserve and protect it. 

• Objects, artifacts, and artworks collected, preserved, or presented either by artists, museums, or other venues communicate meaning and a record of social, cultural, 
and political experiences resulting in the cultivating of appreciation and understanding. 

Responding 
• Individual aesthetic and empathetic awareness developed through engagement with art can lead to understanding and appreciation of self, others, the natural world, 

and constructed environments. Visual arts influences understanding of and responses to the world. 
• People evaluate art based on various criteria.  

Connecting 
• Through artmaking, people make meaning by investigating and developing awareness of perceptions, knowledge, and experiences. 
• People develop ideas and understandings of society, culture, and history through their interactions with an analysis of art. 

 
NJSLS – Computer Science & Design Thinking 
Data & Analysis 

• Recognize worthwhile opportunities to develop skills over time through computational problems. 
• Develop problem-solving abilities by breaking a problem down into parts. 
• Use computational artifacts as a form of expression and exploration to solve computational problems that are personally relevant, or beneficial to their community and 

beyond. 
• Combine or modify existing computational artifacts. 
• Refine computational artifact in an iterative process to improve it. 

Engineering Design 
• Students should use collaborative tools to effectively work together and to create complex artifacts. 
• An engineering design process involves a characteristic set of practices and steps. 
• Research derived from a variety of sources (including subject matter experts) is used to facilitate effective development and evaluation of a design problem and a 

successful solution to the problem. 
• Brainstorming may take many forms and is used to generate a large number of innovative, creative ideas in a short time. 
• Problem solutions are optimized through evaluation and reflection and should be clearly communicated. 

Effects of Technology on the Natural World 
• Analyze the performance or quality of a design during testing and judge the solution as viable or non-viable with respect to the natural world. 
• Visual elements and principles of design are part of an aesthetic vocabulary that is used to describe the visual characteristics of an object, the application of which can 

affect the visual appeal of the object and its commercial success in the marketplace. 
Ethics & Culture 

• Building an inclusive and diverse computing culture requires strategies for incorporating perspectives from people of different genders, ethnicities, and abilities. 
Incorporating these perspectives involves understanding the personal, ethical, social, economic, and cultural contexts in which people operate.  

• Considering the needs of diverse users during the design process is essential to producing inclusive computational products. 
• To be an effective team member, one must demonstrate positive team behaviors and act according to accepted norms, contribute to group goals according to assigned 

roles, and use appropriate conflict resolution strategies. 
 

Practice  • Explore the creative and innovation process in information visualization & presentation. 
• Investigate the visual presentation process through experimentation, practice, and persistence. 
• Reflect, refine, and continue revising personal work overtime and exhibit persistence. 
• Analyze personal work and the work of others for presentation. 
• Select appropriate methods or processes to exhibit and preserve art. 
• Share information visualizations that are influenced by social, cultural, or political beliefs and understandings. 
• Perceive how human understanding effects art creation and creation effects our understanding of the world. 
• Construct and analyze evaluation criteria for art and design. 
• Synthesize visual design knowledge with personal experience to create products. 
• Relate ideas for visual design work to understanding of society, culture, and history. 



• Evaluate and select technological tools that can be used to collaborate on a project. 
• Create a computational artifact for practical intent, personal expression, or to address a societal issue. 
• Extract common features from a set of interrelated processes or complex phenomena. 
• Modify an existing artifact to improve or customize it. 
• Describe, justify, and document computational and/or design processes and solutions using appropriate terminology consistent with the intended audience and 

purpose. 
• Evaluate existing technological functionalities and incorporate them into new designs. 
• Modify an existing artifact to improve or customize it. 
• Testing and refinement is the deliberate and iterative process of improving a computational artifact. This process includes debugging (identifying and fixing errors) and 

comparing actual outcomes to intended outcomes.  
• Respond to the changing needs and expectations of end users and improve the performance, reliability, usability, and accessibility of artifacts. 
• Communicate with diverse audiences about the use and effects of computation and the appropriateness of computational choices. Students write clear comments, 

document their work, and communicate their ideas through multiple forms of media. Clear communication includes using precise language and carefully considering 
possible audiences. 

• The ability to recognize appropriate and worthwhile opportunities to apply computation is a skill that develops over time and is central to computing.  
• Solving a problem with a computational approach requires defining the problem, breaking it down into parts, and evaluating each part to determine whether a 

computational solution is appropriate. 
• Identify complex, interdisciplinary, real-world problems that can be solved computationally. 
• Decompose complex real-world problems into manageable sub-problems that could integrate existing solutions or procedures. 
• Include the unique perspectives of others and reflect on one’s own perspectives when designing and developing computational products. 
• Address the needs of diverse end users during the design process to produce artifacts with broad accessibility and usability. 
• Cultivate working relationships with individuals possessing diverse perspectives, skills, and personalities. 
• Create team norms, expectations, and equitable workloads to increase efficiency and effectiveness. 
• Solicit and incorporate feedback from, and provide constructive feedback to, team members and other stakeholders. 
• Articulate ideas responsibly by observing intellectual property rights and giving aropriate attribution. 

 

Performance Expectations   • Generating and conceptualizing ideas - Organize and design artistic ideas for media arts productions. Visualize and generate art and design that can affect social 
change. 

• Organizing and developing ideas - Apply aesthetic criteria in developing, refining and proposing media arts artwork. Experiment, plan and make multiple works of art 
and design that explore a personally meaningful theme, idea, or concept. 

• Refining and completing products - Refine and modify media artworks, emphasizing aesthetic quality and intentionally accentuating stylistic elements to reflect an 
understanding of personal goals and preferences. Engage in constructive critique with peers, then reflect on, re- engage, revise, and refine works of art and design in 
response to personal artistic vision. 

• Selecting, analyzing, and interpreting work - Analyze, select, and critique personal artwork for a collection or portfolio presentation. 
• Developing and refining techniques and models or steps needed to create products - Demonstrate adaptation and innovation through the combination of tools, 

techniques, and content to communicate intent in the production of media artworks. Analyze and evaluate the reasons and ways an exhibition is presented. 
• Conveying meaning through art - Evaluate the benefits and impacts at the personal, local and social level from presenting media artworks, such as benefits to self and 

others.  
• Perceiving and analyzing products - Analyze and synthesize the qualities and relationships of the components in a variety of media artworks and how they impact an 

audience. 
• Applying criteria to evaluate products - Analyze the intent, meanings, and influence of a variety of media artworks, based on personal, societal, historical, and cultural 

contexts. 
• Synthesizing and relating knowledge and personal experiences to create products - Independently and proactively access relevant and qualitative resources to inform 

the creation of impactful media artworks. Synthesize knowledge of social, cultural, historical, and personal life with art-making approaches to create meaningful works 
of art or design. 

• Relating artistic ideas and works within societal, cultural, and historical contexts to deepen understanding - Examine and demonstrate in depth the relationships of 
media arts ideas and works to various contexts, purposes and values, such as markets, systems, propaganda, truth. Assess the impact of an artist or a group of artists 
on the beliefs, values, and behaviors of a society. 

• Create interactive data visualizations using software tools to help others better understand real world phenomena, including climate change. 
• Create data visualizations from large data sets to summarize, communicate, and support different interpretations of real-world phenomena. 
• Create and refine computational models to better represent the relationships among different elements of data collected from a phenomenon or process. 
• Design a product or system that addresses a global problem and document decisions made based on research, constraints, trade-offs, and aesthetic and ethical 

considerations and share this information with an appropriate audience. 
• Propose an innovation to meet future demands supported by an analysis of the potential costs, benefits, trade-offs, and risks related to the use of the innovation. 
• Redesign an existing product to improve form or function.  
• Identify a complex, global environmental or climate change issue, develop a systemic plan of investigation, and propose an innovative sustainable solution.  
• Analyze controversial technological issues and determine the degree to which individuals, businesses, and governments have an ethical role in decisions that are made. 



• Synthesize data, analyze trends, and draw conclusions regarding the effect of a technology on the individual, culture, society, and environment and share this 
information with the appropriate audience. 
 

NJ Standards Student Learning Objectives  Suggested Tasks/Activities  Resources/Materials 
Visual & Performing Arts 

1.2.12acc.Cr1b 
1.5.12adv.Cr1a 
1.2.12prof.Cr2c 
1.5.12adv.Cr2a  
1.2.12prof.Cr3b 
1.5.12acc.Cr3a 
1.5.12acc.Pr4a 
1.2.12prof.Pr5c 
1.5.12prof.Pr5a 
1.2.12prof.Pr6b 
1.2.12acc.Re7a 
1.2.12acc.Re8a 

1.2.12adv.Cn10a 
1.5.12adv.Cn10a  
1.2.12acc.Cn11a 
1.5.12adv.Cn11a 

 
Computer Science & Design 

Thinking 
8.1.12.DA.1 
8.1.12.DA.5  
8.1.12.DA.6  
8.2.12.ED.4  
8.2.12.ITH.2  
8.2.12.NT.2  
8.2.12.ETW.3  
8.2.12.EC.1  
8.2.12.EC.3  
 

Career Readiness 
9.4.12.CI.1 
9.4.12.TL.1 
 

Students will be able to: 
• demonstrate proficient understanding of 

design platforms and file maintenance 
practices by participating in class 
demonstrations and practice activities. 

• build a data dashboard that tells a story by 
developing data visualization skills 
through a variety of visualization 
platforms and acquisition of reliable data 
sets. 

• propose a solution to a real-world 
problem by select an area of focus, 
developing objectives, a problem 
statement, a hypothesis, demonstrating 
skillful application of learned course skills, 
and performing research. 

Develop specific information visualization and presentation language 
and build upon established art & computer science vocabulary 

• Visual analysis of data visualization samples 
• Class presentation/critique of best and worst data visualization 

examples 
• Class presentation/critique of best and worst scientific 

presentation examples 
• Conversations using business and design terminology in 

relation to stakeholder interest and engagement. 
Digital Design tools & terminology development 

• Adobe Suite – Photoshop, Illustrator, XD 
• Data visualization tool/platform introduction 
• Presentation tool skill development 
• Learn the history of data visualization 

File Management Best Practices 
• Demonstration of file-saving options 
• Overview of file types 
• File organization checks 
• File management vocabulary quiz 

Essential techniques & application  
• Design analysis warm-up activity 
• Ideation and concept development 
• Learning how to develop meaning through relationships 
• Finding reliable data sets 
• Data visualization exercises 
• Presentation tool exercises 
• Presentation practice – informal and formal 

Self & peer critiques  
• Critique “cheat sheet”  
• Self-critique practice  
• Think-pair-share critiques  
• Class discussion critique of student work  
• Respond and reflect questions periodically during different 

project phases  
Articulating process through writing and verbal communication  

• Project Process Document Template  
• Project Process Document example group activity  
• Draft presentation script and speaker notes 

• Computer with compatible tablet and stylus 
• Computer mouse 
• Adobe Creative Suite 
• Microsoft Suite 
• 3D Modeling software 
• Photographic devices 

o Cell phone cameras 
o SLR Camera 

• Various art media 
o Scissors 
o Paper cutter 
o Utility knives with self-healing 

boards 
o Tape 
o Glue sticks, glue guns and 

replacement glue sticks 
o Pencils, markers, pens 
o Rulers 
o Illustration board or pre-cut mats) 
o Frames 
o 3D foam dots 
o High quality printer paper 
o Printer & replacement ink 

cartridges 
• Activity sheets 
• Design Thinking Field Guide 
• Professional resources as needed in addition 

to all resources listed in previous units 
o IDEO 
o Adobe 
o Information Visualization 
o History of Data Viz 
o When the Scientist Presents 
o & more… 

Key Vocabulary  • Information visualization: Data visualization, infographic, data set, chart types (bar, line, scatter plot, area, bubble, pie, cat and whisker, stacked bar, etc.), variable, 
category, relationship, correlation, comparison, composition, distribution, database, clean data, sort, filter, gestalt principles 

• History of information visualization & platforms: Map-making, William Playfiar, Charles Joseph Minard, Florence nightingale, Francis Galton, Google Analytics, Tableau 
• Presentation: Storytelling, audience, stakeholder, speaker notes, citations, attribution, public speaking, presentation deck, template, layout, call to action, transition, 

alignment, consistency, dress rehearsal 
 
Continue developing understanding of: 

• Technology terms: Aspect ratio, dimensions, pixel, raster image, vector file, resolution, HEX code  
• File management: JPEG, PNG, PDF, PSD, AI, DPI, video files, screen recordings, prototype files, presentations files, cloud storage, local hard drive  
• Critique: Self-critique, peer-critique, reflection, constructive criticism, symbolism, technique  

 
Students will demonstrate understanding of these terms and use them in conjunction with previously learned vocabulary from prior units. 
 

https://www.ideo.com/
https://www.adobe.com/
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/information-visualization
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-short-history-of-data-visualisation-de2f81ed0b23
https://scientific-presentations.com/presentation-tips/


Evidence of Learning  
 

Students will be evaluated using formative and summative assessments. Assessment of the student will relate to the performance expectations and classroom expectations for 
the unit. Formative assessments throughout projects will help determine if the student falls in the category of Proficient, Accomplished or Advanced which is described more 
below. Summative assessments will occur at the end of a project and will be evaluated via rubric. 
 

Proficient Accomplished Advanced 
Students at the proficient level have developed the 
foundational technical and expressive skills and 
understandings of the lesson topic necessary to solve 
assigned problems or prepare assigned repertoire for 
presentation; make appropriate choices with some 
support; and may be prepared for active engagement in 
their community. They understand the concept to be an 
important form of personal realization and well-being, 
and make connections between the design practice, 
history, culture, and other learning.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a high school level course in the arts and 
computer science disciplines (or equivalent) beyond the 
foundation of quality K–8 instruction.   

Students at the accomplished level are, with minimal 
assistance, able to identify or solve design problems 
based on their interests or for a particular purpose; 
conduct research to inform artistic decisions; and 
create and refine products, or presentations that 
demonstrate technical proficiency and personal 
communication and expression. They use the design 
thinking and related concepts for personal realization 
and well-being and have the necessary skills for and 
interest in participation in arts activity beyond the 
school environment.  
 
A level of achievement attainable by most students 
who complete a rigorous sequence of high-school level 
courses (or equivalent) beyond the proficient level.     

Students at the advanced level independently identify 
challenging design problems based on their interests or 
for specific purposes and bring creativity and insight to 
finding design solutions. They are facile in using at least 
one information visualization form as an effective 
avenue for personal communication, demonstrating a 
higher level of technical and expressive proficiency 
characteristic of honors or college level work. As 
learners of the design thinking process, they exploit 
their personal strengths and apply strategies to 
overcome personal challenges. They can take a 
leadership role in problem-solving activities within and 
beyond the school environment.    
 
A level and scope of achievement that significantly 
exceeds the accomplished level. Achievement at this 
level is indisputably rigorous and substantially expands 
students’ knowledge, skills, and understandings beyond 
the expectations articulated for accomplished 
achievement.    

 
 
 



 
 

Interdisciplinary 
Connections  

The practice of design and design thinking does not happen in a silo of art. Connections and relationships between disciplines help generate meaning in the work done in class. 
This unit addresses interdisciplinary connections in the following subject areas (with high level overview and NJSLS standards where applicable): 
 

• History – History of the design processes and famous designers that have made a lasting mark on society. 
• Reading and writing - Students reflect and express their work through writing and reading about art as well as in scholarly articles and other professional resources. 
(NJSLS.WHST.9-12.2,  WHST.9-12.5, WHST.11-12.8, WHST.9-12.9, SL.11-12.5) 
• Technology - Understand the history of a software function and learn the most up-to-date practices. Understand technological needs and utility of an art 
composition for appropriate output or sharing of work. 
• Science – Basic color theory incorporates principles of physics and psychology of human emotions and communication. (NJSLS.HS-PS1-6, ETS1.A, ETS1.C, PS4.C, ) 
• Math – Dimensions, units of measurement, and geometric forms are essential to demonstrate proficient use of digital design platforms. (NJSLS.MP.4, HSN-Q.A.2, 
G.CO.A.2-5, G.MG.A.1-3) 
 

Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion 

• Gain richer perspectives and participate in design best practices that draw on the influence of global perspectives.  
• Create original designs influenced by various global art-making traditions, materials, and styles that connect to their own life experiences, beliefs, values, and opinions.  
• Apply multiple perspectives and diverse cultural understanding to promote stronger content creation as students are introduced to a diverse range of designers and 

cultures (I.e., representing varied race, gender, sexuality, ability, neurodiversity, religion, origin, age, and socio-economic background).  



• Share studio space and ideation experiences with students of all abilities and learning levels.  
• Acknowledge and appreciate that artists and peers come from a varied background that could impact their communication through expression/creation (I.e., 

environment, access, political, social standing, challenges).  
 

Career Readiness, Life 
Literacies, and Key Skills   

Creativity and Innovation 
Part 1: 9.4.12.CI.3: Investigate new challenges and opportunities for personal growth, advancement, and transition.  
 
Critical Thinking and Problem-solving 
Part 2: 9.4.12.CT.1: Identify problem-solving strategies used in the development of an innovative product or practice (e.g., 1.1.12acc.C1b, 2.2.12.PF.3).  
 

Social Emotional Learning  • Develop general self-awareness - Recognize one’s personal traits, strengths, and limitations.  
• Recognize the importance of self-confidence in handling daily tasks and challenges.  
• Recognize the skills needed to establish and achieve personal and educational goals.  
• Identify and apply ways to persevere or overcome barriers through alternative methods to achieve.  
• Demonstrate an awareness of the differences among individuals, groups, and others’ cultural backgrounds.  
• Develop, implement, and model effective problem-solving and critical thinking skills.  
• Exercise self-management and personal time-management in project work.  
• Accept and apply constructive criticism to one's work and the work of others.  
• Explore the practice of design and ideation as a therapeutic process and practice.  

 
Differentiation  

  
Resources/Materials 

  

ELL 
(English Language 

Learners) 

Special Education  At Risk  Enrichment  

• Provide translated notes and 
key vocabulary terms 

• Provide images of key 
vocabulary terms and 
concepts 

• Word banks  
• Bilingual dictionaries 
• Assistive translator 

technology  
• Sentence frames 
• Simplified notes 
• Reduced homework 
• Simplified word problems 
• Graphic organizers 
• Matched sentences or 

procedures with pictures 
• Alternative presentation 

options 
• 1-2 sentence short responses 
• Shortened written 

assignments  
• Modified tests 
• Provide notes when student 

request 
• Reduce project workload 
• Short summaries 

• Display reminders 
• Checklist of materials and tasks 

(printed out or digitally accessible) 
• Timelines and Calendar for 

benchmark goals for 
assignments/assessments/short-term 
goals (Planner Microsoft) 

• Assistive technology (dictation, 
immersive reader, etc...) 

• Flash cards 
• Teacher notes  
• Graphic organizer 
• Clear parameters and student 

workspace 
• Timer to monitor task and duration 
• Study guides  
• Guided notes 
• Choices for alternative assignments 
• Students are asked to come for extra 

help to review/retake assessment and 
homework assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a half 
on assessments 

• Provide the student with frequent 
check-ins during class-time work 

• Visual cue or signs 
• Rephrase of questions and directions 
• Partner or group work on skill 

development Assistance by 

• Students are asked to come for 
extra help to review/retake 
assessment and homework 
assignments 

• Students are allowed time and a 
half on assessments 

• Provide the student with frequent 
check-ins during class-time work 

• Scaffolding assignments  
• Chunking of materials  
• Allow for errors 
• Pre-teach materials  
• Supply teacher demo 
• Rephrase of questions and 

directions  
• Visual cue or signs  
• Small group assistance or 

collaboration  
• Partner or group work on skill 

development  
• Assistance by instructional videos 

or curated videos online  
• Guide with options for student 

goal setting  
• Use of timer or a clock to monitor 

time of student activity 

 

• Provide students with extra 
problem sets that challenge 
and involve higher level 
thinking 

• Inquiry lead discussions and 
activities 

• More complex tasks and 
projects 

• Higher level questioning and 
techniques  

• Student demoing and 
explanation  

• Provide opportunities for 
students to set personal 
goals, keep records and 
monitor their own learning 
progress 

• Multiple assessments given 
in different domains, that 
showcase student interests, 
strengths, and needs  

• Use multiple approaches to 
accelerate learning within 
and outside of the school 
setting  

• Use enrichment options to 
extend and deepen learning 
opportunities within and 
outside of the school setting 



  
 
References 

• Essential Questions used from: 
https://www.davisonschools.org/cms/lib/MI02211530/Centricity/Shared/CTE/introtoengineering.pdf#:~:text=Introduction%20to%20En
gineering%20%28IED%29%20Course%20Essential%20Questions%20%28from,communicate%20ideas%20and%20solutions%20in%20a%
20global%20community%3F 

• NJSLS VPA Standards 
• NJSLS CSDT Standards 
• NJSLS Career Readiness Standards 

 
 

instructional videos or curated videos 
online 

• Use individualized learning 
options such as mentorships, 
internships, online courses, 
and independent study 
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